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NATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION.

Government of India :

Indian Trade unions(Amendment)Act, 1947:
provision for compulsory Recognition bf

Trane Unions by Employers. “

The Indian Trade Unions(Amendment)Bi 11,1947, received the 
assent of the Governor-General of India on 2o December 1947 and 
was gazetted as the Indian Trade unions (Amendment)Act ,1947 
(Act ho.XLV of 1947), on 2o-12-1947. The main provisions of the 
Act which provides for the compulsory recognition by employers of 
representative trade unions by order of a labour Court, confers 
on such recognised trade unions certain special rights, and defines 
’unfair practices’ by a recognised trade union and by an employer, 

which may in the case of the former entail a withdrawal of the 
recognition and in the ctase of the lattei^fine up to a maximum of 
1000 rupees,have already been summarised^, at rage 5 of the report 
of this Office for February 1946 and page 1 of the report for 
November 1947.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
2Q-12-1947, pages 1595-1400 ).

Dockf#orkers (Regulation of Employment) Bill, 1947.

The Dock Workers (Regulation of Employment)Bi 11,1947, which 
was referred to a select Committee of the Constituent Assembly of 
India (Legislative) on 22 November 1947 (vide pages 2-5 of the 
report of this office for November 1947) seeks to empower the 
Central Government in respect of major ports, and provincial 
Governments in respect of all other ports in India, to frame 
scheaes for regulating the employment of* dock-workers and for the 
registration bf dock workers with a view to ensuring greater 
regularity of employment.

Schemas for regulating employment .- Such a scheme nay provide 
inter" alia ‘(a) for the application" of "'tbe scheme to ape cified c la ss es 
of dock workers and employers; (b) for prescribing the obligations 
of dock workers and employers subject to the fulfilment of which 
the scheme may apply to them; (c) for regulating the recruitment 
and entry into the scheme of dock workers, and their registration;
(d) for regulating the employee nt of dock workers, whether register
ed or not, and the terms and conditions of such employment, including 
rates of remuneration, hours bf work and conditions as to holidays 
and pay in respect thereof; (e) for securing that, in respect of 
periods during which employment, or full employment, Is not available 
for dock workers to. whom the schene applies and who are available 
for work, such workers will, subject to the conditions of the scheme, 
receive a minimum pay; (f) for prohibiting or restricting the 
employment of dock workers to whom the scheme does not sxiszfc apply 
and the employment of dock workers by employers to whom the scheme 
does not apply; and (g) for the training and welfare of dock 
workers, in so far as satisfactory provision therefor does not 
exist apart from the schema •



Tripartite advisory committee.- To help in. the administration 
of the Act the Government is empowered to 3et up an Advisory 
Committee cons isting of an equal number of members representing 
the Government, the doclAvorkers and the employers of dnsksmsfeSsxs 
hnnkxxskdsrs docl&z orkdrs. The maximum membership of the Advisory 
Committee shall in no case exceed fifteen.

Inspection.- ^he Bill further lays down punishmentsffor 
contraventions di the provisions of xuynxnkEas any scheme that 
may be framed under the proposed legislation a nd empowers the 
Government to appoint inspectors for the purposes of the Act.
An inspector may, at any port for which lie is appointed—(a) enter, 
with such assistance (if any) as he thinks fit, any premises or 
vessel where dock workers are emplo;/od; (b) require any authority 
or person to produce any register, mustexlroll or other document 
relating to the employment of dock workers, and examine such 
document; and (c) take on the spot or otherwise the evidence of 
any person for the purpose of ascertaining whether the provisions 
of any scheme made for the port are, or hive been, complied with. \

« (The Gazette of India, part y, 22-11-1947, /
pages 42 9-432 ). /

Factories Bi 11,1947 : General strengthening of
provisions relating to health,safety and welfare.

Hr. jagjiVan Ram,0£inister for igbour in the Government of 
India introduced In the constituent Assembly of India (Legislative) 
on 3 December 1947 a Bill to consolidate and amend the law relating 
to labour in factories in India Proposals for the revision of the 
factories Ac1^ h^ve been under consIderation since July 1946, and 
reference was?a t pages 7-li of the report cf this office fa? July 
1946 to a memorandum on the revision of the Factories Act Jjnepared 
by the labour Department of the Government so&a cf India and to the 
acceptance of the proposals put forward in th3 memorandum by the 
ninth session of the Standing labour committee.

Reasons for Kevision of Factor^Act ,1934.- The Statement of 
Objects and. Reasons appended to the kkct cries, T?i 11, 1947, points 
out that experience of theVzorking of the Factories Act, 1934, has 
revealed a number of defects and weaknesses which hamper effective 
administration. Ajfchough the Act has been amended in certain 
respects in a piece-meal fashion whenever some particular aspect 
of labour safety or welfare assumed urgent Importance, the general 
framework has remained unchanged. The provisions for the safety, 
health and welfare of workers are generally found to be inadequate 
and unsatisfactory, and even such protection as Is provided does 
not extend to the large mass of workers employed in work-places 
not covered by the Act. in view of the large and growing industrial 
activities in the country, the Statement declares, a radical over
hauling of the Factories Xesb law is essentially called for and 
cannot be. delayed.

The following are tbe main changes proposed by the Factories 
Bill, 1947.



§

Definitions: Redefinition of ’Adolescent’ and’Factory’ .- 
Section 2 oi the existing Factories .act has been entirely redrafted. 
The higher age limit in the case of adolescents is raised from 17 
to 18 years. -The interpretation of the item ’machinery‘ is widened 
by bringing in ’prime movers’ and ’transmission machinery1 and the 
interpretation cf tte term ’factory* is modified so as to cover 
those establishments which employ ten or more persons every day in 
the case of establishments using power and those employing twenty 
or more workers in the case of establishments 'which do not use 
paver, y

The present distinction between seasonal and perennial 
factories which has little justification has been done away with 
and the section dealing with seasonal factories in the existing 
Act is dropped.

provision for licensing and registration factories,- The 
desighs of most of the” factory buildings and layout: of na c hine ry In 
India today have been found unsatisfactory and the building materials 
used not suited to climatic conditions cf the place. This makes 
working conditions unsually trying. A new clause has therefore* been 
introduced empowering the Government to make rules inter alia (a) 
requiring the previous permission in writing cf tbe provincia 1 
Government or the Chief Inspector 'to be obtained for the establi3h-

1 ment or extension of any factory or class or description of 
factories; and (b) requiring the registration and licensing of 
factories.

Provisions relating to health, safety and welfare.- Chapter HI 
of the existing Act relating to health’and Safety has Deen split up 
into three separate chapters ©a-eh dealing with Health, Safety and 
Welfare of workers I The clauses in these chapters have been 
redrafted and amplified prescribing the minimum standards required. 
The Statenent of Objects and Reasons appended to the Bill points out 
that the present Act is very general in character and leaves too 
much to the rulemajing powers of the provincial Governments. While 
some of them do have rules of varying stringency, the position on 
the whole is not quite satisfactory. This defect is sought to be 
remedied by laying down clearly in the Bill itself the minimum 
requirements regarding health (cleanliness, ventilation and tempera
ture, dangerous dusts and fumes, lighting and control of glare, etc), 
safety (eye -protect! on, control of explosive and Inflammable dusts, 
etc.), and general welfare of workers (washing facilities, first 
aid, canteens, shelter rooms, creches, etc.) amplified where necess
ary, by rules and regulations to be prescribed by provincial Govern
ments. further tbs present Act leaves important and complex points 
to the discretion of Inspectors placing heavy responsibility on 
them. In view of the spscialised and hazardous nature of the pro
cess employed in the factories,it is too much to expect inspectors 
to possess an expert knowledge of all these matters. The Bill, 
therefore, lays down derailed provisions for their guidance.

Also, the basic provisions regarding health, safety and welfare 
are made applicable to ail work places irrespective of the number 
of workers employed except premises where processes are carried on 
by the occupies? with the aid of kills family only.

-(/Employment of young persons: minimum age raised to 15.- under 
this head the minimum age of employment for children is raised from 
12 to 13 and their working hcurs reduced from 5 to 4}2, with 
powers to provincial Governments to prescribe even a hi ghe-r> minimum 
age for employment in hazardous undertakings



Holidays ’with pay.- The sections in the existing Act dealing 
with nol&eiays with pay substuntially recast. The reference 
to ’seasonal factory’ in the existing section is omitted and the 
section is redrafted to exclude persons working in a manufacturing 
process with which is ordinarily carried on for less than iSo days 
in G year. To remove the practical difficulties v/hich were 
experienced in vzorking j provision is made far the grant of holidays 
in two spells to cover the needs of workers, provision is also 
made for the grant of proportionate holidays to ’workers whose 
'services have been terminated hut vzho have completed six months 
continuous service.

industrial diseases.- ^ixxxKEXisnaxixxk V/ith a view to ensure 
better control of industrial diseases a new clause is added (clause 
09) requiring the manager of a factory where any worker in the factory 
sl^Oxacsnd contracts any disease specified in a Schedule appended 
to the Act, to send notice thereof to the authorities.

Finally the penalty clauses of the Factories Act at present 
in force have been simplified.

(The Gaaette of India, part v, dated 
13-12-1947, pages 546-585 ).

Assam:

Draft Rule under Factories Act: Provision for 
' canteens" in ffaocqra.saT ’

The Government of Assam published on 17 December 1947 the 
draft of certain rules it proposes to nhks under the provision of 
Section 55 A of the Factories Act. The draft rules require the 
occupier of every factory wherein more than 250 workers are 
ordinarily employed and which may be specified by the Assam Govern
ment by a notification in the Assam Gazette to provide and maintain 
for the use of all persons employed in the factory and remaining 
on the premises during meal intervals an adequate and suitable 
canteen within six months of such notification.

(The Assam Gazette,Part U, dated
17-12-1947, pages l00l-l002) .

Assam Industrial Disputes Rules,1947.

The draft Assam industrial Disputes Rule3,1947, to which 
reference was made at page 5 of the report of this office for 
October 1947 have been approved and the final miles have new been 
published.

(The Assam Gazette, part II, dated
5-12-1947, pages 975-984 ).



payment of Wages Act extended, to Plantations •

By a notification dated 21 ijovember 194*7 the Government of 
Assam has extended the provisions of the payment of Wages Act 
1936, to the payment of wages to an classes of persons, employed 
in plantations. Draft amendments to the Assam payment of Wages 
Rules (1957/ necessitated by the extension of the A^t to plantations 
have also been gazetted.

(The Assam Gazette,part II, dated 
3-12-1947, page 969 ).

Bihar;

Industrial Dis put ea( Bihar) Rules, 1947#

The Government of Bihar published 8>n 50-32-1947, the 
Industrial Disputes (Bihar) Rules, 194*7 framed by It under the 
provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The Rules now 
gazetted are a revised version of the draft rules published in 
April 1947 (vide, page 4 of the report of this Office for April 1947), 
Include provision for the setting up of Works committees and are 
almost identical v/ith the Industrial Dis putes(Central) Rules,1947, 
framed by the Government of India (vide page 1 of the report of 
this office for August 1947).

(The Bihar Gazette Extra ordinary, 
dated 3o-12-1947, pages 1-16).

Bihar Maternity Benefit Act, 1947.

The Bitar paternity Benefit Bill, 1947, received the assent 
of the Governor of Bihar on 5 December 1947 and has been gazetted 
as the Bihar paternity Benefit Act,1947 (Bihar Act XXIV of 1947). 
The provisions of the Act have boon briefly noticed at page 5 of 
the report of this office for November 1947.

(The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary,
dated 16-12-1947, pages 1-11).



Central provinces and Berar:

Central provinces and Berar Shops and 
E3 ta b lis hment s rulea1947, ~

The draft central provinces and Berar shops and Establishments 
Rules,1947, to which reference was unde at page 7 of the report of 
this office for Novembsr- 1947 have new been approved and the Rules 
gazetted.

(The Central provinces en d Berar Gazette, 
part in, dated 19-12-1947, pages 7q9-732).

Central provinces and Berar industrial Disputes 
Settlement Rules ,194/:~~ hraft published".

The Government of She Central provinces and Berar gazetted on 
19-32-1947 the draft of the Central provinces and Berar Industrial 
Disputes settlement Rules,1947, which it proposes to mate under the 
provisions of the Central provinces and Berar industrial Disputes 
Settlement Act,1947 (vide pages 7-8 cf the report of this office 
for November 1947). The rules prescribe the procedure to be followed- 
by associations of employers and trade unions seeking recognition 
under the provisions of the Act in applying for such recognition; 
the form in which recognised trade unions shall submit periodical 
returns} the constitution and functions of works committees and 
indus trial courts $ the procedure for the submission a nd sett lenient 
of standing orders; and, define the powers of the Labour commissioner 
and ipbour officers.

The rules provide inter alia that the recognition given to any 
employers* association may be withdrawn by the provincial Government 
on any ground including the unfair practices by any member of that 
association. The following ape to beseemed unfair practices on 
the part of an employer, namely: (a) to Interfere with, restrain, 
or coerce his workmen in the exercise cf their rights to organise, 
form, join or assist a trade union and to engage in concerted 
activities for the purpose of mutual aid or protection; (b) to J
interfere with the formation ofL administration of any trade union, 
or to contribute financial or other support to it; (c) to encourage 
or discourage membership of any trade union by discrimination in 
regard to hire or tenure of employment or any term or condition of 
employment; a$d (d) to discharge or otherwise discriminate against 
Sjjsr any workman because he has^ made allegations or given evidence 
in any enquiry or proceeding reflating to any matter such as is 
referred to in these rules. For trade unions seeking recognition 
under the Act tbs following minimum percentage of membership is 
prescribed as essential for recognition:- (1) in tin case of the 
cotton textile mills in the province, 2o per cent of the average daily 
number of persons employed by the mills in the period of six montb3 
prior to the date of the application; • and (II) in tie case of all 
other industries or undertakings, 15 per cent of ttie average daily 
number of persons employed in such undertaking in the period of six 
months prior to the date of the application.

(The Central Provinces and Berar Gazette,Part III, 
dated 19-12-1947, pages 697-7qq



Central Province sjand Berar industrial Disputes Rules, 
19^7: Fresh, draft gazetted.

The Government of the Central Provinces and Berar has gazetted 
this month a &gs. fresh draft of tie central provinces and Berar 
In<2u3tiial Disputes Rules,1947, which it proposes to mate under 
the prcvisionEjof the industrial Disputes Act,1947. The draft Rules 
new published prescribe the procedure to be followed in referring 
industrial disputes to boards of conciliation, courts of inquiry or 
industrial tribunals; specify the powers, and duties of such boards 
courts, tribunals and conciliation officers; and lay down the 
constitution of the Works Committees to be set up in industrial 
establishments under the provisions of the Act. The draft Rules 
now gazetted supersede^ the draft gazetted earlier in July 1947 
(vide page 2 of the report of this Office for July 1947)•

(The Central provinces and Berar Gazette, 
part in, dated 5-12-1947, pages 648-655).

United provinces ;
• l

United provinces Shops and Commercial Establishments 
Act, ±947: to be enforced in a number” of Binicipal

~ areas if6m I-jl2 -±y4V .

The chief inspector of Factories In the united provinces has 
been appointed Chief inspector under the provisions of the united 
Provinces Shops and Commercial Establishments Act, 1947, and, by a 
notification dated 28 November 1947, the Government of the united 
Provinces announced that the Act shall come Into force from 
1 December 1947 in the municipal and can tonne nt Areas of Agra, 
Allahabad, Cawnpore, luckncw and twenty other tar/ns in the province.

(Notification No. 6076(L)(Ii)/XVIII-208(L)-47, 
Government Gazette of the united Provinces,part I, 
dated 6-12-1947,page 879;
Notification N0.6076(L)/XVIII-2o8(L)-47,
Government Gazette of the united Provinces,part I,

dated 15-12-1947, page 897 ).

Amendments to United Provinces Factories Rules.

The Government of the united provinces has gazetted this month 
a number of amendments to the united Provinces Factories Rules,1945, 
relating mainly to tbs physical standards of children and adolescent- 
employed In factories, the provision of adequate facilities for 
Hxsskxng washing and bathing separately for men and women workers, 
the guarding and fencing of machinery generally in all. factories 
and safety measures in a number of hazardous occupations, the 
submission sf by owners of regular half-yearly returns, and the 
grant to workers in factories of compeudsatory and annual holidays 
with pay. / Reference was made to the publication of the draft of 
these rules at page 9 of the report of this office for February 1947

(The united Provinces Government GazethgP&rt I-A,dated



L/

West Bengal*

Amendment to Bengal industrial Disputes Rules, 1947;
troceaure laid. dcw/n Tor setting up of Works committees .

Reference was made at page 3 of the report of this office for 
October 1947 to an amendment which the Government of West Bengal 
proposed to mate in the Bengal industrial Disputes Rules 1947, 
prescribing the procedure for the setting up of Wrote committees. 
The draft has new been approved and the 'amendment published.

(The Calcutta Gazette,Extra ordinary, 
dated 13-12-1947, pages 897-398 ).

Mys ore ;

Mysore Assembly passes Shops sand Establishments 
" ------------------------------ ^griK-----------------------------------------------4 ■■ i i

The Mysore Legislative Assembly passed ©n 23 December 1947 
the Mysore Shops and Establishments Bill providing for the regulation 
of conditions of work in shops, commercial establishments, restau
rants and theatres in the Mysore State.

The Bill prohibits employment of children below 12 years of 
age and requires that persons between 12 and 17 should not be 
allowed to work before 6 a.m. and after 7 p.m.,maximum daily and 
weekly hours of work being limited to 7 hours and 42 hours 
respectively. The Bill empowers the Government to appoint inspectors 
to enforce its provisions.

(The Statesman, dated 28-12-1947) •



SOCIAL POLICY.

Unit and. Regional Tripartite Coimnittees to 
step "up Prodnc tion> Proposals under consider a t i on 
~ by Government. ~

jt is understood tint the Government of India, is working 
out details for setting up Central, Provincial, regional and unit 
production committees and works committees, on the lines recommended 
by the Industries Conference which met recently in Delhi (vide pages 
^2-3 ( of this report). Such committees are likely to he setup in 
the first instance in Indus tries like textiles, steel, cement and 
sugar(and then extended to otter industries like transport, mining 
and engineering.

proposed set-up of various committees.- The unit committees 
for each f actory might consist of”or b representatives of the 
employer, an equal number of labour representatives and -ssef or 2 
independent men nominated by the Government. There will he regional 
committees for each industry in a particular region with equal 
representation for employers, workers and the government. Consumers 
also will he represented. There will also be a Provincial committee 
for the whole province on tbs same lines as the regional committee • 
Lastly, there will be a Central All-india Committee, if there is 
a difference of opinion in a unit production committee, for example, 
on a proposal for increased production, the matter may be referred 
to the regional committee which will have expert advice. It will 
also he the function of the regional committee to see that agreements 
in the unit production committees are carried out. General direc
tions may be issued by provincial as well as Central Committees, 
the Provincial Committee’s directions being subject to the central
Committee’s decisions.

As regards works committees,It is felt that the personnel of 
the unit committees can perform the functions of w©rks5’s: eonmittees 
as well by holding separate sittings, if there is no agreement 
in a works committee, the matter will immediately he taken up by 
conciliation machinery and other Industrial relations uhchinery.
To facilitate their work, conciliation officers may be attached to 
the unit committees.

Conciliation and arbitration machinery.- Among the proposals 
on this subject under cons ideration Is one utP t both the provincial 
and Central Governments should maintain permanent conciliation 
hoards and inchstrial tribunals. A province may have a tribunal 
consisting of 5 to 7 members, according to the extent of its 
industrialisation. The members may t© distributed over different 
areas and a single member may settle small disputes on the spot. 
Important cases may be heard either by the whole tribunal or by two 
or mer e of its members. The Central Government may have a tribunal 
consisting of 3 to 5 members to lay down general principles on 
important points, which will serve as a guide to all the tribunals 
in India, Where necessary, the provincial Government could utilise 
the central machinery and vice versa .

Other measures to step up production.- Among the other 
measures unaer consideration for stepping up production are the 
grant of a production bonus to workers, governjaent initiative in 
raising wages in industries where they are Its? and the introduction
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of ’working parties*. It is suggested t t fete workers* shire in 
profits accruing solely from increased production should he a 
substantial percentage and this bonus may be distributed rreferably 
at short intervals. Again the Government is stated to be~consider
ing whether In industries where wagQS are low but no dispute has 
yet occured,It should not, of its own accord, refer suitable cases 
to tribunals or courts of enquiry instead of waiting till there 
is an actual threat of a strike. Such Governiaant action it is felt 
would create confidence in the wcrkers in addition to removing tbs 
hardships of unorganised units. Apart from production and works 
committees, the Government is studying the British system of 
"Working Parties" for each Industry. The function of "working 
parties" would he to investigate the whole question of production 
in each industry and make recommendations, both short-term and long
term, for improving production*

(The Statesman, 25-12-1947 ),

Token strike in Bombay: protest against 
"inefficient Arbitration machinery*1 and .
"Bnsk'ti sFh'cto'ry ifr hour Poiic y-~~, 29-12-1947 >

About 600,00 0 Indus ferial and non-Indus trial workers comprising- 
5o per cent of the w orking popula tion of the City .and belonging to

64 textile mills, railway and other workshops, the Gity’s bus, 
tram, post and telegraph services, the press, tte Hint and banks 
staged on oneway strike in Bombay on 29 December 1947 to "protest 
against the inefficiency of the existing machinery of arbitration 
and the general unsatisfactory labour policy of the Government of 

Bombay0. The strike was called by the Socialist Party and nearly 
7000 volunteers of the party helped to maintain peace in the City 
on the day of the strike.

Strike decision: Working of arbitration nnchlnery and 
Go vemme nt1 s ia bour po li cy c r Ib ic is e d . - A rally of workers re pre - 
senting over 60 trade unions in the city met in Bombay on 14 
December 1947 and adopted resolutions criticising the working of 
the arbitration machinery and urging the Bombay Govern ns ntkoapthwith 
to declare its labour policy. The resolut£pn relating to tbs 
arbitration machinery expressed the Bombay workers* "strong disapp
roval of and discontent with the functioning of the present Eachinery

of industrial arbitration in Bombay". The workers were greatly 
exasperated by the operation of the eachinery with its "unnecessari
ly elaborate and technical and lega litis tic procedure Involving 
excessive delay, cost and waste of time", and were "thoroughly 
dissatis.fied with, the retrograde nature of the arbitration and 
adjudication awards, wherein legalistic outlook hid been found to 
predominate over economic and social considerations and where 
considerations from the point cf view of the principles cf equity 
and social justice did not prevail with the result th^Lt workers are 
fast losing their confidence in the existing nnchins ry of arbitra
tion". Questioning the impartiality of the n&chinery the re solution



alleged that it had been the experience of the workers that it 
tended to serve the vested intsrestaby perpetuating the ’status quo’. 
’’Such machinery of arbitration could never be a satisfactory method 
of avoiding strikes3 nor could it bs conducive to lasing industrial 
peace”. The resolution therefore called upon the Govemmsit ”to 
overhaul and improve basically the existing nachinery of arbitra
tion so as to safeguard and promote the interest of the working cla ss , 
and in order to ensure full justice to tbs claims cf labour 3 to 
appoint only such persons as arbitrators or adjudicators who are 
progressive in outlook, who can appreciate the economic and labour 
problems and who are familiar with labour psychology” • Also while 
realising the utility of the method of arbitration in furtherance 
of the trade union of movement, the Rally strongly disapproved any 
imposition of compulsory arbitration in the context- of the present 
economic forces and felt that it was the duty of the Government to 
create conditions &n which workers v,rould voluntarily prefer arbitra
tion for the solution of their problems •

By a second resolution the pally urged the Bombay Government 
to forthwith declare its labour policy ajj^to hasten its programme 
of labour legislation, in this connection the Rally recomnended to 
the Government the adoption of a comprehensive programme for the all 
round betterment of tbs worIcing class which would include among 
other things:- (1) a guaranteed minimum living wage and security of 
services; (2) social socuid.ty and housing schemes; (5) improvement
of working conditions; (4) encouragement of collective bargaining 
without tampering with the sorters’ inherent right to strike; (5)estab« 
lishment of joint Committees for production and administration; and 
(6) the regulation of industrial relations in the interest of labour.

jn a statement to the press Issued on 25 December 1947, Mr. 
Gulzarilal panda, Minister for Labour in the Government of Bombay, 
claimed that despite occasional delays the arbitration nachinery 
had functioned fairly well and warned that the siskks token strike 
would achieve nothing more for any worker in the city than was 
available to him otherwise. To get the workers out even for a day 
might mean great disservice to the nation in the present context 
grave shortages of all consumers goods and it might prejudice the 
success of the industrial truce which had been agreed to in ^elhi 
(vide pag©oix-3lof this report).

All efforts to avert the strike, however, ended in failure and 
nearly 600,000 workers took part in the token strike which was 
staged on 29 Decembs 3^^1947 •

(The Bombay Chronicle, 36,25 and 51-12—1947).



Mysore to conform to International labour conventions: 
Minister outlines dtate*s Labour policy!

Addressing a pi-ess conference at Bangalore cn 1 December 1947 
Mr. E.T« Bashyam, Minister for Lav/ and Labour in tie Mysore Govern
ment , declared that the labour policy of the Mysore Government was 
based on tbs recognition of labour as a partner wl fch capital in the 
production of national wealth and in the discharge of national 
service. It was the desire of the Government of Mysore to bring 
up labour lavzs into line 'with those obtaining in adjoining provinces 
ard in India and it would try to ratify , as far as possible, the 
conventions of the international labour Organisation•

Preferring to the proposals actually under the Government *s 
cons Iderationj Mr. Eashyam stated that it was proposed to introduce 
a Minimum Wages Bill and a Workers Insurance Bill including 
provision# against sickness . Another legislative proposal under 
consideration was complete revision df the Mysore Labour Act and 
an examination of the desirability or even the necessity of provid
ing for compulsory arbitration under the labour Act itself. The 
Government also intended to appoint labour Officers in regard to 
Industrial concerns under xns the sole management of the Government 
and aided concerns also . Tbs entire labour Department had to be 
re organ is ed and a igbour Secretariat established. This matter 
was engaging Alas his earnest attention.

(The Hindu, dated 3-12-1947)#

Permanent industrial Tribunal set up in Cochin state.

The Government cf Cochin issued a proclamation on 24 December 
1947 setting up a permanent industrial Tribunal for the State to 
which all awards of adjudicators will be referredy/hen there are 
differences of opinion with regard to the award between labour and 
capital. The award of the Tribunal will be final. The Tribunal 
consists of Rao Bahadur A. Hgrayana Aiyar, retired Chief Justice, 
agd- Thomas Manjuran, retired Chief Justice and Mr. K.P. Eannan 
Hayar, retired Chief Secretary to Cochin Government • The proclama
tion is to come into force at once.

(The Hindu, dated 25-32-1947).

East Punjab labour Conference, --mbala, 27 and
------------------H5Z2HSSZZ------------~-

The first East Punjab Labour Conference met at Ambala on 27 
and 28 December 1947. Mr. PrithWi Singh Azad, labour Minister in 
the Government of East Punjab, presided over the conference.

Opening the Conference Dr. Gopichand Ehargava, the East Punjab 
p-nomin-p, appealed to kisans and labourers to increase prodxction in 
the province which had suffered heavily as xsxjxxsbbxh a result of 
partition. If production was not increased the province would 
soon face an economic crisis. Grazing to shortage of labour, caused 
by the evacuation of Muslims, only a nominal number of factories 
were working and large areas of land lay uncultivated#;
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Hr. prithvi Singh Asad urged labour, capital, the Government 
and the people to male a united and concerted drive for the indust
rial advancement of the province, ho improvement in the standard 
of living of the workers was possible, he said, until and unless 
industrial production was developed to the fullest possible extent. 
There were, however, few industries of any importance in the Esst' 
Punjab at present and the speed at which industrialisation could be 
carried out was determined by the availability of trained technical 
labour. The great Eiaas affcdisplaced populn tion which had arrived 
in East pun jab could help in this task. He was also strongly of 
the opinion that both trade unions and employers’ associations should 
devote themselves totte wider interest of the country.

(The Statesman, 28 and 31-12-1947).

Burma Factories Act to be revised immediately: 
“ Burma Government Resolution.

In a resolution d^ted Iq-12-1947 on an Interim Report 
submitted by the labour Legislation committee (vide page 7 of 
the report of this Office for July 1947) on the revision of the 
Factories Act of 1954 (the Government of Eurma has expressed 
agreement with the Committee’s suggestion that this matter should 
be dealt with in two parts—

(a) amendment to such provisions of the Act as are already out 
of date and are likely to create grave unrest and discontent if not 
amendad immediately; and (b) enactment of new and comprehensive 
legislation to cover work and welfare in factories, taking full 
account of modern thought and practice on the subject.

in regard to (a) the Government proposes to take immediate 
actionps soon as the public and interested parties have had an 
opportunity to consider the recommendations of the committee. In 
regard to (b) the Government considers that the new Factories Act 
should be introduced in the legislature of the Union of Burma as 
soon after Independence as may be practicable, the public and 
interested parties being thus given ample time and opportunity to 
give their views on the Bill drafted by the committee. The Bill, 
however, provides for certain principles which have received^ 
^legislative sanction in Burma, m particular, the proposals to 
provide for holidays with pay and for adequate welfare facilities 
are such that no enlightened employer would contest, and the 
Burma Government desires to endorse these proposals in principle. 
Whatever fosem the Bill may take finally, the resolution emphasises, 
it is the determinationJof the Burma Government; to make jus t and 
adequate provision in these respects.

Finally the resolution expresses the hope of the Government of 
Burma that the Committee will consider similar provision in regard 
to workmen not covered by the Factories Act, and nals suitable 
recoirsnendations in due course.

(Extract from the Proceedings of the Government 
of Buima,—jjo .62lc47 ,part VI,da ted the loth 
December 1947, Supplement to the Burma Gazette

dated 20-12-1947 ).
(Copies of the Committee’s interim Roport have been asked for and 
will be forwarded as soon as they are received).



//\ provincial labour Advisory Committee aefc up 
~ 'in Central provinces and berar.

The Government of the Centx-ai Provinces and Berar has 
constituted a provincial labour Advisory Committee with Kr s v Gokhsle, the provincial labour Minister, as• Chateau. 4 of'the 
21 members of the Committee are officials, 5 representatives of 
employers, 5 representatives of labour and 4 representatives of 
consumers.

The functions of the committee will be (1) to advise Government 
on the effect cf current labour legislation with particular 
reference to Ita local application (2) t'o advise Government on 
all Bills or proposed regulations concerning labour, which have 
been circulated for eliciting public opinion; (3) to discuss to. 
questions of general application with re/rard to labour welfare and 
improved relations between the employers and employees; and to discuss and advise Government on such other businesses as the Latter 
may desire to refer to the Committee.

(The central provinces and Berar Gazette, 
part 1, dated 5-12-1947, page 639 )«



Employed Women’3 Conference, Bombay, 15 and 14-12-1947.

C G’fOVT\ot£2 op V4O ft. K

Women’s Work.

An ’’Employed Women’s Conference” organised by the Bombay Branch 
of the All-India 'Women !s Conference, met at Bombay on 13 and 14 
December 1947 with Shrimati Kamaladevi as president.

Addressing the Conference Hr. S-S. Mirajkar urged on the 
government to institute an Inquiry into the service conditions of 
women In employment. About 2o,OOO women ,Xnxs3sp±n he said, were 
employed in beedi manufacufcre and their service conditions were 
far from satisfactory. He ^as also of the opinion that women 
should not be employed on heavy manual labour.

Resolutions.- The Conference passed a resolution protesting 
against the decision of the Government scrapping the rationing 
scheme as rationing alone assured the c-omraon man his food. The 
Conference urged on the Government and municipalities to open 
suitable hostels far women in,employment in at least b&g cities 
where proper housing accommodations were difficult to obtain and 
by a third resolution demanded that women in employment should 
have the freedom to form trade union organisations. Another reso
lution adopted by the conference urged that women should have equal 
opportunities in employment ^s^en.

(The Times of India, 15-12-1947 ).

Employment Exchanges to help in Placing IVomen
“ - ’W orkers.

• , ■ i z
The Ministry of labour in the Government of India announced 

this month that facilities for employment assistance to women have 
now been extended. Women can now be registered at all employment 
exchanges and district offices besides the pegional Exchanges, where 
there are special womens * * sections, Uhtx upto November 1947,nearly 
7,300 women were ’registered of whom over 175o were found work in a 
large variety of occupations, such as,.typists, stenographers, 
clerks and telephone operators.

During the last six months between 300 and 400 employers have 
notified demands specifically for women workers. As a rule, however, 
women are considered equally with men for all vacancies notified 
except when they are for male workers only, over 86o women^it is 
stated, are at present being trained in the technical and vocational 
training centres set up by the Labour Ministry. The trades taught 
include stenography, typing, hair-dressing, commercial and clerical 
work, tailoring,telegraphy and telephone operating, interior decora
tion, domestic science and labour welfare.

(The Statesman, 29-12-1947;
Unofficial rote dated 29-12-1947,Press 
Information Bureau, Government of India).



industrial Health and safety

/(

' A11 Indla Conference of obstetrician3 and Gynaecologists-
iV, necdcai centres in jimustrial areas urged?------——1

r 4- °Vr^h? flft? A11-lndia Obstetricians and Gynaecolo-gista conference held in Bombay on 25 December 1947, Dr. LakfhXa 
swamy Kudaliar urged among other things the need foi a rapid sSvX 
of the existing facilities for maternity, relief in fete pr^inces 
the grant of adequate housing accommodation to traineed in maternity^ 
work. The Conference supported the institution of industrial y
medicine in Industria 1 areas to maintain the health of workers and 
adopted a resolution sugg.esting that tte Central Government should 
give a lead by starting such a centre in an industrial area.

(The Hindus tan Time s , 27-12-1947) •
/



inspection.

/ . •'i
■ ! ■ i ;
/raining of Factory Inspectors: Second Five

~~ 'Weeks* Course, November 1947.

f . ' J I
/&. five v/eek training coarse for inspectors of factories in 

provihces and states started on 17 November in New Delhi. This 
is the second refresher course arranged by the Chief Advises*, 
Factories, Ih the Ministry of Labour, Government of India. The

/ course comprises of a series of lectures on general and technical 
/ subjects su'cbj as industrial safety, lighting and sanitation in

factories occupational diseases , disposal of trade wastes, 
canteens .ajad icreches and a round of visits to factories Including 
workshop In Bombay.

"/ I '
’ I The object of the course is to make up for, the lack of sys-
ji tematic/training of factory inspectors in India. The need for this 
// was stressed by the Shore Coiraiittee on Health Survey. The 

* first course of this kind was held during February to April 1947 
I when intensive training was given to factory inspectors by Sir

Wilfrid Ga/rrett, then Chief Adviser, Factories, Government of
/ India, and two senior inspectors who were on deputation to India 

i from the Ministry of labour and National Service, United Kingdom
(vide page 13 of the report of this office for February 1947).

The/ Government also proposes to give one v/eek’s refresher 
& ours ©In January 1948 for senior inspectors.

( summarised from pnoffic ial Note, 
dated 17-11-1947, issued by the 
Press information Eureau, Government

of India )•



V/ages •

profit Sharing Uns ound: radras Chamber of commerce 
' Chairman 1s views. '

In the course of his address to the annual meeting of the 
Madras Chamber of Commerce, held in Madras on 8 December 1947, 
hr. W.T» Williams, the retiring Chairman of the Chamber, referred 
to certain Ministerial references to the limitation of dividends 
and the sharing of profits with labour. Mr. Williams felt that 
restrictions on dividends must be expected to stifle new enter
prises and should be regarded as a very dangerous proposal likely 
to retard rather than to develop the industrialisation of the 
Provlhce. No proposal for the limitation of dividends was reason
able which did not take into account the different forms of capital 
structures in common use. As to sharing profits with labour,
Mr. williams felt that the pr&nciple was ’’fundamentally unsound” • 
labour, he said, shoub. receive adequate remuneration in the form 
of salary irrespective of whether the company made a profit or a 
loss, if a company was sufficiently prosperous labour should receive 
improved amentities in the way of housing,, medical aid, provision 
for retirement and other kinds of benefits that promoted the 
general welfare of labour. Alleging that the majority of workers 
let the rainy days look after themselves, and spent their weekly 
or monthly wage packet without thought of the morrowMr. williams 
warned that if a share out. of profit in cash were even made over to 
labour, absenteeism would be rife while the money lasted and 
”lfi would do all concerned more harm than good”.

Calling on the Government to give top^riority to the problem 
of labour unrest in the country, which was responsible for the 
heavy decline in production during 1946 and 1947, Mr. (Vllliams 
suggested that the Government shculd devise ways and means of 
getting industry and labour together throughout the whole of India 
with a view to bringing about a closer co-operation between the 
two parties • An all-India conference of the representatives of 
recognised trade ±&£sxx5s^EXEHkxAi^a3X3o£ unions and industry of the 
various provinces should be convened by Government in an endeavour 
to bring about a rapproachment between the two parties, in his 
opinion it was an All-india concern and should be tackled at the 
Centre and not by individual provinces, ’^he Centre should, after 
both, sides had tto.oroggh.ly thrashed out their differences, promul
gate legislation in as fair and impartial as a manner as
possible to both sides. If this was done it shculd prove acceptable 
to both sides and a closer cooperation should be the result.

(The Hindu, dated 9-12-1947 ).



profit-sharing as an incentive to Production: 
~ Finance Hinistsr’s statement?

in the course of his reply to the general delate on the interim 
budget of the Government of India (vide pages 5o-35 of the report 
of thia office for November 1947), Mr. R.E. Shanmukham Chatty, the 
Finance Minister disclosed in the Constituent Aeembly of India 
(Legislative) on 1-12-1947 that profit-sharing as a means of increas
ing production in India was now engaging the attention of the Indian 
Cabinet•

Emphasising that the Government could not by mere Ordinances 
and orders increase product! cm, Mr. Chetty urged that for this 
purpose it was necessary to sjfcure labour’s whole hearted and v/illing 
cooperation and to create ©n entirely new outlook in the relations 
between labour and employers . The time had come when Government 
with the cooperation of employers, should make labour feel that it 
was an integral partner in the country’s industrial structure. The 
question of profit-sharing was one of the problems now engating 
the attention of the Cabinet in this connection, and Mr. Chetty 
hoped that before long the Cabinet would be in a position to evolve 
a satisfactory form la which would ensure the willing cooperation 
of labour.

(The Bombay chronicle, 3-12-1947 )•

i
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Forced Labour.

Draft Regulation to prohibit Farced labour
in H-i±± Tract. ------------------------

The Government of the United Provinces has published this 
month the draft of STi® uThe- jaasear-Bawar pargapa (District Dehra Dun) 
Debt control Regulation,194711 which it proposes to enact to declare 
void any agreement or promise to render personal service in return 
for a loan advanced or to he advanced.

The Government had appointed in 1939 a committee to look into 
the condition of the inhabitants of the daunssr-tawar area in. dis
trict Delira Dun. It was found that the vast majority of the 
depressed classes of the area, Pncwn as Koltas, wore living in a mild 
farm of slavery, resting on the ancient i.hdeot'edness to the zamindars, 
incurred by their forefathers, which they never have had an oppor- 
tunity to pay off. The committee suggested legislation to remedy 
the situation but considered that bo exrend to the plains debt 
laws csr the a-pga would be of little us-3 since, firstly., the yoittas 
did not generally own land or any other property, and in the second 
place, the debts in pargana juunsar-Bawap did not rest on formal 
suits and decrees . The Comma btee *s propoa a Is were reviewed by the 
present Government as soon as it resumed office in. 1946, and it 
has been decided to introduce the proposed Regulation to control 
debts, and to prevent any one being compelled against hi3 wish to 
render personal service for the creditor.

(Government Gazette of the United Provinces, 
parb I-A, dated 13-12-1947, rages 764-765).



industrial Lis pa fees

industrial Disputes in Bombay during 1945 and 1946 :
Spectacular increase in 1946. ”—"~

t*4r

number of stoppages and man-days lost.- Luring the year ending 
December 1946, industrial ciisput.es were recorded in Bombay
province, involving 786,645 work-people and a loss • of 3,585,916 
working days. *ihe corresponding figures for 1945 were 31o, 239,388,
and 1,149,862 respectively, the 1946 figures thus revealing a rise 
in the tempo of industrial disputes in the Province by 75.5 per cent 
and a rise in the number of people involved and number of days lost 
by 228.9 per cent and 194.3 per cent respectively. The increases 
in the number of work-people involved and the number of working days 
lost during 1945 over the corresponding figures for 1944 were 38.2 
per cent and 50 percent respectively.

Effect of disputes on industries.- During 1945 the textile 
industry accounted for lib disputes, 37 per cent^of the total, 
involving 105,770 workers and a loss of 563,619 working days.
During 1946 it was responsible for 279jj»vork-people and a loss of 
2,169,648 working days . There were 55 dis putes in the metals and 
engineering groups during 1945 and 57 during 1946.

Humber of disputes according to work-people involved.- Both 
in Iv4b and ±946 the largest number of disputes occur ed in r.he group 
employing loo workers or less, the number of disputes in this group 
being 88 in 1945 and 337 in 1946. '^he total number of disputes in 
the groups employing 1,000 or more including 4 , 000 and above for 
the two years was 65 and 162. According to work days lost the 
largest number of dispites fell In the group 103. to 250 working 
days lost, the number of disputes which resulted In a loss of lol 
to 250 working days being 59 in 1945 and 86 in 1946 . ^he total 
number of disputes in the groups, denoting l,00l or more working 
days lost was 117 for 1945 -nd 244 for 1946.

Causes and Results.- in 1945 of the total number of disputes 
117 o"r 37.7per cent arose over questions relating to pay and allow
ances f 67 or 21.6 per cent to bonus, 35 or 11.3 per cent to leave 
and hours, 62 or 2o per cent to questions relating to employment 
of Individuals while 29 disputes occurred on account of other 
causes. ’Of the tokal dis putes t 149 or 48 per cent resulted in favour 
of the employers, 35 or 11.3 per cent In favour of the workers, 
while 64 or 2o.6 per cent were reported to have resulted In compro
mise. Of the rest 50 disputes were indefinite, 1 Inconclusive, 
while 11 were in progress at the end of the year.

Of the total number of disputes during 1946, 223 disputes 
occurred over questions relating to pay and allowances; 57 referred 
to bonus issues; 68 arose over leave questions, 108 related to emp
loyment of individuals and lo8 owing to miscellaneous causes . of 
the total disputes, 77 disputes were entirely favourable to workers, 
108 partially favourable, 276 favourable to employers, 1 inconclusive, 
74 indefinite, 1 indeterminate, and 7 were in progress at the end 
of the year.

(Labour Gazette, Bombay, September and 
October, 1947 ).
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ECONOMIC CONDITIOHS.

industries conference,Hew Delhi, 15U18-12-1947:
labour and. Management to keep industrial peace

for Three years • " ———————

An industries conferenceconvened by the Government of India 
and attended by representatives of the Central Legislature, Govern
ments of provinces) leading industrial states, commercial bodies 
major labour organisations and of a number* <£f industries including 
coal, steel, textiles, cement, paper, shipbuilding, leather manu
facture, chemicals, glasSj xngxx sugar, and machine tools,,, met at 
Hew Delhi from 15 to 18 December 1947. The Conference was concerned 
mainly wjfth ddvising measures immediately to increase industrial 

output in India and one of the most important resolutions adopted by 
the conference called on labour and managements in India "to agree 
to maintain industrial peace and to avert lock-outs, strikes and 
slaving down of production during the next three years”.

Presidential Address

Maximum production vital for India’s progress.- opening the 
Conference, Dr. !3.P» Mookerjee, industry and Supply Minister, 
Government of India, declared that every one in India—Government 
industry, labour and the public—should do every thing possible 
to speed up production to the maximum of India’s capacity and 
refuse to allow any party or other extraneous consideration to 
sabotage this great and united effort. Appealing to representa
tives of xesav provinces,saa& states, industry, commerce and labour 
to go all out to increase India’s production. Dr. Mookerjee added 
that these efforts should be harnessed with ths programne of 
expansion envisaged by the Ministries of Food, Agriculture, Works, 
Mines and power, thus leading to a planned and progressive reconst
ruction of India’s economic structure.

The decline in the industrial production after the war had 
been so serious that some had wondered whether it would note be 
better to forget for a while further industrial development in 
India and concentrate all efforts on bringing installed capacity 
now lying idle up to its fullest possible working. A review of 
the recent fall in industrial production Sub was indeed most distrub- 
ing. in cotton textiles, for example, production had fallen from 
round about 4,800 million yards in 1945—the production during the 
first two years of control— to 3,800 million yards. In steel, the 
fall had been from 1,380,000 tons per year to 875,000 tens. It 
was the same with cement, the monthly production of which had 
dropped from 130,000 tons to 12o,ooo tons, side by side with this 
state of affairs was a worsening of the inflationary situation. The 
gap between spendable income which was growing and the volume of 
goods which was dwindling was widening everyday, of the many 
causes responsible for the fail in production, the meet Important 
was the unsatisfactory relations between labour and industry.
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Other factors ’-sere shortage of raw materials and defects in their 
distribution, inadequacy of transport to meet present need3, 
difficulty in obtaining capital goods and constructional materials 
to ins tai them and supply and exchange limitations on the import 
of full requirements of industry. Dr. pookerjee emphasised that a 
remedy for these defects wax would be the first major problem of 
the Government, it depended on the collective widdom and experience^ 
which the conference represented jfor evolving practical nsasures 
which would speedily eliminate tnese bottle-necks in the way of 
full production of Indian industries.

place of small-scale industries.- Referring in this connection 
±hs to the place of smail-scale inaua tries in the national economy 
of indiajDr. Mookerjee said that India was a land of villages and 
the Government must attach the greatest importance to the develop
ment of cottage and small^-scaie industries in order to ensure a 
balanced national economy. From their very nature, the development 
of these industries must remain the responsibility of the provincial 
and state Governments. But it would be the business of the Central 
Government to make continuous efforts to ^large-scale industries,
Their healthy expansion depended on the provision of 22B cheap 
electrical power, provision of raw materials at economic prices, 
organised marketing of their produce and developing the latent skill 
In arts and crafts for which India vzas once famous.

Long and short term plana : place of state ownership and 
manage men t- The increase in the production of existing Indus t ria 1
jpihnts and’ the execution of short-term plans were matters of 
immediate urgency. Nevertheless, the future sf could not also be 
neglected. The immediate and short-term programme SHEaifi showed 
merge smoothly into future long-feerm plans . Such plans should be 
based on the needs of tie country for the achievement of maximum 
self-sufficiency, the maximum exploitation of indigenous resources, 
equitable distribution of goods and services and a higher standard 
of living of the people.

in this connection Dr. Mookerjee felt that the State should 
take a major share in such industrial planning which involved a 
wise and co-ordinated Investment cf saving from national income 
in industrial undertakings with a view to increasing the contri
bution of industry to the national 'wealth at a definite rate.
Private capital Invested In organised industries in India did not 
exceed 2 ,500 mi n5,op rupees In 1955; even under the stress of the 
war, the index of industrial activity in 1946 had increased by not 
more than 15 per cent over the base year 1935. Such slow progress 
would not do in the future India and there was a for the State 
ownership and management of enterprises, it had often been argued 
that state management was far less efficient than private management 
and hence it should be avoided. This was rather an argument really 
In favour of the State adopting tt© methods of private managenent 
and not for giving up Industrial undertakings altogether. In the 
advanced countries of the west, owner-managers were rapidly xxs. 
yielding place to salaried managing directors who were experts in 
business administration and Indus trial produc tion. Management of 
State-owned industries by statutory corporations might offer the 
correct solution.
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Government to 3tart new steel plants,- Referring to a number 
of ateps the Government cf India h/id already talon in this direction 
Dr. Hookerjee stated that the Government had decided that two new 
steel plants each of 5joo,000 tons capacity with possibility of 
expansion to a million tons should be set up under the auspices of 
the State as early as possible. The Government also intend to 
consider the possibility of utilising the spare capacity of those 
ordnance faetcries which were remodelled and expanded beyond 
recognition in wartime, for meeting the needs of industry, it 
had been decided to utilise the Mathematical instruments office in 
Calcutta for production of scientific apparatus and a committee had 
been appointed to advise the Government on the matter. Expansion, 
of the resources of the Alipore Te3t House was under Active consi
deration. Quality control was considered essential for the stabili
ty of Indian industry, and,with this end in view, an Indian Standards 
institute had already been established. Dr. shewhart of the Bell 
Telephone laboratories, a world authority in quality control tech
nique, was now in India.

Referring to the paucity of competent technical personnel In 
India, Dr. piookerjee said that the Government Intended to maintain 
a register of technically qualified men whom Industry mi^tit absorb. 
During the past three years, considerable sums of public money had 
been spent In overseas training of Indian scholars. A conmittee 
under the chairmanship of Dr. B.C. Roy, had examined this scheme 
and recommended steps for making such braining more effective. The 
wastage In this respect had been enormous, it paid better, Dr.
Hookerjee emphasised to engage a foreign expert on £ 2,000 a year 
to train a dozen talented young Indians in the country itself than 
to send the same dozen overseas for similar training at a cost of 
£ 8,000 a year.

industrialists1 Views

industrialists’ co-operation assured.- Mr. G.D. Birla, 
3peaknrg"bn'‘ behalf ST W"I'Selfra CriaIlsts‘ Of India, said that the 
industrialists were agreeable to giving their whole-hearted support 
and co-operation to the Government in any plan that might be 
prepared for the betterment of the general masses. Deploring the 
decrease in product!cn during the past few years he felt that if 
favourable circumstances were created, in the next five years. If 
everybody worked hard and 100 to 150 million rupees could be invest
ed in suitable industries the standard of living could be raised 
by at least 2o per cent, if not more, and that would lay a very 
good foundation for future expansion. But what was needed was 
proper planning and favourable circumstances. HQ did not msan^ 
the same thing by planning as was very often meant because daring 
the last five years planning had been more or less for obstruction.
In every sphere of action, people had been told ’don’t do this or 
don’t do that’. He thought the future planning would have to be 
something on a different model and on more positive lines. Referring 
to the difficulties of obtaining capital for investment In indust
ries, Mr. Birla said it was not possible for even the best board- 
composed of the top industrialists to float any decent concern with 
any reasonable expectation of getting capital. The fact remained 
that at present It had become impossible eitber fa? the Government 
or for private enterprise to get money f or the purpose of creating 
new industries. After all, whether it was the Government, or 
private enterprise, if money was wanted money had to be produced, 
savings had to be promoted and Investment had to be encouraged.
These circumstances were entirely lacking today.



Need for definite C-ovemnent policy.- Mr. Birla referred 
finally J_nhe question of naKionti liaction'versus private enterprise 
and said that the first need today was for the Government to lay 
down a definite policy. At present the industrialists did not 
know whether Government wanted state-ownership or mixed enterprise. 
If favourable conditions for getting capital were to be created, 
the first thing tint the Government should do was to lay down its 
policy, create more confidence so that the shy capital might cease 
to be Shy and might come forward for investment.

Another spokesman of the Industrialists. Mr. Ardeshir Dalai 
put forward the view that more than anything else, labour diffi- 
e&2±&Z33B culties were retarding increase in production. He cited 
the special case of steel in support of this view. Be appealed 
for an all-mdia Act on the line of the Bombay Trade Disputes Act 
to meet this difficulty, He also disagreed with the view that the 
immediate need of the country was for establishirg new industries 
and pleaded for regaining the ground already lost by Indian industry 
and agriculture. The first priority on the increased production 
drive shculd be food. He disagreed with the view that India could 
use foreign exchange of the magnitude cf 2ooo million rupees for 
any shorb-term economic plan. Speaking of controls, Mr. Ardeshir 
Dalai found it difficult to reconcile the Government *s policy of 
decontrolling food with the reports that existing controls on 
industries were to be extended.

Views of Labour Spokesmen

labour’s support for the Government’s plan for Increased 
production tfQs pledged by Mr. Hariharnath Sastri, president of the 
Indian National Trade Union Congress, pe reminded labour that 
In order to gain its rightful place in the new set-up, It must 
remember Its responsibilities to the community as a whole and help 
the Government in tiding over the crisis which the country was 
confronted with. Miss Maniben Kara, of the Indian Federation of 
labour, disagreed with the view that the fall in production was 
solely due to unrest among the working classes, she Quoted the 
case of the textile Industry in support of her view, piss Kara, 
however, hoped that the employers and the Government; would do all 
in their power to see that the strikes did not bake place. She 
asked the Government to adopt a bold policy in this regard and 
called for improvement of the condition of the workers and for 
setting up of a machinery for the speedy settlement of all indust
rial disputes.

ges o luti on3

The conference adopted a number of resolutions relating inter 
alia to the stepping up of production, methods for improving grans— 
port, the use of foreign capital, and the maintenance of indw trial 
peace for a period of three years.

Measures to increase production.- Tie resolution on this
subject moved by Hr. J.R.D. *j?ata dealt vzith the decline in indust
rial production In the last two years and outlined the steps which 
in the opinion of the Conference, should be adopted to step up 
Industrial production. The resolution recommended that production 
targets for the next five years shouM be fixed for all Important
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industries and suggested the setting up of regular machinery for 
watching and ensuring the execution of Immediate, short-term 
industrial plans. A priorities hoard was recommended to he set 
up for proper utilisation of scarce raw materials. The following 
is the full text of the resolution

"This Conference views with grave concern the continued decline 
in industrial production which has occurred during the last two 
years • .

This Conference is of the view that the present inability of 
industry to produce to its installed capacity and to expand as 
planned is mainly due to inadequacy .of transport to meet presont 
needs, unsatisfactory relations between management and labour, 
shortage of raw materials and defects in their procurement and 
distribution, frfrkx difficulty in obtaining capital goods apfl
constructional materials to instai them, supply and exchange
limitations on the import of the full requirments of industry and 
paucity of technical personnel.

This Conference recommends the following immediate measures :•
Transport.- The increase in the movement of coal by four 

million uons per annum oveijthe existing level of 25 to 26 million 
tons per annum to enable existing requirements to be met. For this 
purpose, the fullest use should be made of present wagon availabi
lity, and every effort should be made to increase wagon availability 
and other railway facilities;

The assessment of the transport required for the movement of 
finished goods and raw materials necessary for full production and 
arrangements to secure such transport through a reduction of less 
essential movements, whether, of goods or passengers;

An examination of all possibilities of increasing total goods 
traffic such as rationalisation of line, power and wagon capacity, 
and the fullest use of the present resources; and

The fullest utilisation of road, river, sea and air transport.
Raw Materials.- Special assistance for increased production 

in mcila" o*f incius trial rav/ materials like steel, cement, caustic 
snda and other chemicals, light metals etc;

Increase of imports of essential raw materials in short supply, 
like steel, non-ferrous metals, caustic soda and other chemicals 
etc. Foreign exchange ^iXfixERAkisBsxsjaxnaidxhs difficulties should 
be overcome to the extent possible by limiting less essential imports 
by increasing exports, including export for barter, and by arranging 
deferred payments and loans in cash or commodities on lines approved 
by the Government;

The planned utilisation of industrial raw materials in critical 
short supply with a view to securing increased production. To the 
extent possible, such distribution of raw materials should be effect
ed in consultation with representative associations of industry in 
the case of ogranised Indus tries iand with provincial and State 
Governments in other cases;

provinces and states should be invited to consider, in consulta
tion with Indus tries in their areas , the possibilities of rational
ising the use of raw materials in short supply so as to secure maxi
mum production. For this purpose they should suggest standards of 
classification of units in an Industry according to efficiency tn 
production, so that all-mdia standards may be laid down.



Technical L-anpow er.- The establishment of scientific and 
technical ii&ison offices abroad for the recruitment of technical 
personnel and the placing of advanced Indian s tu dents and techni
cians in foreign universities, technical institutions, and the 
acquisition of technical information;

The Increase of facilities in India for tbs training of 
scientific and technical personnel, and the training of labour to 
increase its efficiency and skill; and

The maintenance of a register of scientific and technical 
personnel.

This conference recommends that during the next three to five 
years, the Increase of capacity and production in c ertain Indus trie s 
for which plans have been approved and are under execution should 
be pressed forward with, vigour. The essential pro-requisite foe 
such expansion is the increase of production of commodities and 
provision of services which are basic to Industry and without which 
any expansion would be impossible .

Measures to Raise Output.- The following measures are, the re - 
fore, recommended.: -

Railways.- The capacity of rail transport should be increased 
to meet prospective demands of movement of constructional materials, 
fuel, raw materials and finished-products.. Tfe import of locomo
tives and wagons should be given high priority and existing capacity 
for manufacture should be developed ho as to secure self-sufficiency 
at the end of this period.

Steel*- Rev/ steel plants should be erected and brought into 
production and in the meantime every effort should be made to import 
the country’s essential requirements In iron and steel.

JMSsxsdixx cement.- The approved plan fcr the expansion of 
cement pr cduction ahouId bs hastened to an early completion so that 
this Important constructional material be cones available for the 
installation of new Indus trial plants .

Electric power.- simultaneously with the preparation and_ 
execuTI0h“ai5S‘bf Hydro-elec trie projects like the pamodar Talley 
Scheme, which will take time, existing plans for the installation 
of ancillary thermal power stations should be speedily Implemented.

Coal.- The recommand&tions of the Indian Coalfields committee 
regarcting "the acquisition of mineral right, planned and co-ordinated 
developnsnt of production In Bfins new areas, regulation of use and 
distribution and creation of suitable executive machinery amongst 
other things,must be implemented early, sothat the growth of the 
coal industry on rational lines can be facilitated.

Oil.- m order to reduce dependence on foreign sources, 
prospeuExhg for oil should receive Increased attention and the 
possibility of producing substitutes from should investigated,
in addition, legislation to secure the fullest utilisation of power 
alcohol produced in the country should bo enacted.

in the light of the developmsnt anticipated in the varicus 
Industries mentioned above targets for the next five years should 
be fixed in a idealistic manner far other important indus tries like 
cotton textiles, paper and newsprint, chemicals, penicillin, sulpha 
drugs and anti-malariaIs , heavy and light engineering, electric and 
otter machinery and machine-tools. Suitable machinery should be 
established for watching and. ensuring progress towards the targets.



Machinery for 'watching and ensuring the execution of immediate 
and short-term plans.- i'he nesaxa oi close ’consultation between.’' 
the vari ous Einia tries concerned with. Indus tria l development needs 
no emphasis•

It is also neees-ary to associate representatives cf provincial 
and states’ Governments, industry and labour in a periodical review 
of progress and the measures necessary to stimulate it. A Central 
industrial Advisory Council should be set up with, appropriate sub
committees for important groups of industry and one* sub-commit tee 
for reviewing and advising on problems of transport in relation to 
industry. Similar industrial advisory committees should also be 
constituted in the provinces.

50 assist the Government on t he proper utilisation of scarce 
raw materials, capital goods, foreign exchange and other resources, 
a priorities Board should immediately be set up.

Long-Term planning.- Current limitations of men and materials 
nocessitace coneerntration on immediate and short-term measures 
for increasing productive capacity. A long-term plan, however, 
should be based on the needs of the country f^or the achievement 
of maximum self-sufficiency, a higher standard of living and maxi
mum exploitation of indigenous resources. The long-^erm plan, 
therefore, must be of a fundamentally different character.

The Conference, therefore, recommends that separate machinery 
for long-term planning must be established very early so that comple 
tion of the iimiediate and short-term programme might merge smoothly 
Into fixture plans for Indus trial d eveloprasnt . a planning commission 
or development board, free from the pre-occupa tions of immediate 
problems of industrial development appears to bs suitable.

This conference recoinnends the creation of permanent machinery, 
both at the Centre and in the provinces and states for the regular 
collection and maintenance of accurate industrial statistics, as 
provided for in the industrial Statistics Act of 1942 ,n

industrial development and Social justice: need for equitable 
distribu felon or wealth.- 2T“seebh‘d" resolution emphasising the “ 
neecTTorTeJluIfeable di'sdribution of wealth and the fullest utilisa
tion of the economic resources of the country was moved by T-ir.Keshav 
Dev Malaviya. Tt recommended that Industries should be divided 
into three groups5 industries to be owned by the state; industries 
to be owned by jointly by Government and private enterprise; and 
industries to be owned and managed entirely by private enterprise. 
The resolution reads as follows

"This Conference recommends to the Government that, while 
enunciating their natlona 1 policy of industrial development, the 
following as ps cts , among others , should be kept in viev/:

The need of an equitable distribution of the country’s wealth 
and production leading to rapid Improvement of the standard of 
living and comfort of the masses of the Indian people, based on 
social justice;

The need for the fhllest utilisation of .the country’s

^3c2rjlBgxS3Ecdx3S32i3fffl32^ixn^xikaxmaansaxn£^bS: resources without allowing 
wealth to accumulate in the hands of a section of the people;
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The need of central planning, co-ordination and direction So 
as to obtain maximum efficiency and output, a fair and reasonable 
distribution of the industries throughout the country in relation 
to tbe potentialities of each area, and also to determine a fair 
basi3 of wages and profit;

The division of industries into three broad categories: 
industries which should be under State ownership and managecent; 
industries which may be jointly owned and managed by the State and 
private enterprise; and Industries owned and managed by private 
enterprise.

in selecting the industries as aforesaid, which will be 
reviewed from time to time, the paramount considerations will be the 
country’s basic economic and defence requirements on the one hand 
and the possibility of quiet and efficient production on the other” •

place of foreign capital.- B'j the another resolution 
Conference, while recognising rhat participation of foreign capital 
and enterprise, particularly as regards indrstrial technique and 
knowledgejwould be of value for the rapid industrialisation cf the 
country, considered that the conditions under which they might 
participate in Indian industry should be carefully regulated in 
national interests, and suggested ttet all arrangements between 
private industry in India and abroad should have the prior approval 
of the Central Governments41’ The resolution was moved by pr.Alagappa 
Chettiar.

Three-year Indus trial Truce.- on 18-12-1947, the conference 
adopf5T3‘a,"feS'olutibn', cailxhg bn labour and management”to agree 
to naintain industrial peace and to avert lock-outs, strikes and 
slowing down of production during the next three years”, and 
recoranendi&dg the fullest use of statutory and other machinery to 
settle industries disputes in a ’’just and peaceful” manner, it 
further recommended the establishment of n&chinery for the study 
and determination of fair wages angl conditions of labour and 
fair remuneration for capital andpassoeiation of labour in all 
matters concerning industrial production and the constitution of 
works committees • m regard to the Improvement of the standard of 
living of workers, immediate attention, the resolution said, should 
be paid to the problem of housing of industrial labour.

pandit Nehru’s appeal.- Emphasis ng the need for some kind of 
Industrial truce between capital and labour under the present 
conditions in In<3Ia> Pandit jawaharlal Nehru, prime Kinister of 
India, in an address to the Conference^ appealed to both industry 
and labour to create necessary psychological conditions for the 
maintenance of industrial psaco In the country. labour^. had had 
the feeling that It was not getting a fair deal at the hands of 
employers. Employers, on the other tend, ted been feeling ttet the 
attitude of labour was not conducive to the creation of stable 
conditions in industry. Thus it happened ttet employees and employers 
approached each other in a spirit of hostility. Wherever there 
were schemes of peaceful solution of Indus tria 1 dis putes , it was 
curious that opposition was taken to them on both sides;and fandit 
Hoh-m stated that at tbs recent annual meeting of the Associated 
Chambers of commerce he was surprised to find the President cf the 
Chambers repeatedly telling his audience that Government should
not interfere or Intervene in any way, hBxxsGsxsnxpnissdxtm on the 
other hand, labour’s Idea of arbitration and adjudication often 
was that if they were not happy about the result then they were 
free to do what they liked. He could understand that psychological
ly, but practically speaking, it became Impossible to have
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adjudication or arbitration if the question was approached in that 
spirit.

He was sure that it would be a tremendous thing far inlia, if 
employers and employees could come to sone sort of an agreement 
for a truce for a certain number of years. This could be done if 
some machinery could be created to ensure industrial peace. Such 
machinery he was confident could be evolved in India and in the 
modern world it was bound to incline towards labour rather than 
towards ot hers•

The resolution#*.- The following is the text of the resolution:
’’This Conference considers that the increase in industrial 

production which is so vital to the economy of the coun~ry cannot 
be achieved without the fullest co-operation between labour and 
managemait and stable and friendly relations between them. The 
employer must recognise the proper role of labour in Indus try and 
•the need to secure for labour fair wages and working coalitions; 
labour fcr its part must give equal recognition to its duty in 
contributing to the increase of the national income without which 
a permanent rise in the gereral standard of living cannot be achieved.5 
Mutual discussion of all problems common to both and a determination 
to settle all disputes without recourse to interruption in or ssi 
slowing down of production should be the common aim of employers 
and labour.

The system of remuneration to capital as well as labour must 
be so devised that while in the interests of the consuners and the 
primary producers excessive profits should be prevented by suitable 
measures of taxation and otherwise, both will share the product of 
their common effort after making provision for payment of fair wages 
to labour, a fair return on capital employed in the industry and 
reasonable reserves for the maintenance and expansion of tte under
talcing •

principal Recommendations.- For attaining these objectives, 
this conference recommends":

(a) That the fullest use should be made of statutory and other 
machinery for the resolution xsdxnthiQCXf of industrial disputes in a 
just and peaceful manner; where it does not exist, it should be 
created without delay. Such machinery should as far aspossible
be uniform throughout India.

(b) The establishment of machinery, central, regional and 
functional, for the study and determination of fair wages and 
conditions of labour, and fair remuneration for capital; and 
methods for the association of labcxir in all natters concerning 
industrial production, such as the formation of central,Regional 
and unit Production Committees.

(c) The constitution in each industrial undertalcing of works 
committees representing managen^nt and duly elected representatives 
of labour for the settlement of any dispute which n&y arise from 
day to day.

(d) That, as a first step towards improving the standard of 
living of workers, immediate attention should be devoted to the 
problem of housing of industrial labour; the cost of such housing 
should be shared in suitable proportions between the Government, be 
employers and labour the share of labour being given in the shape 
of a reasonable rent.
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‘i'he principles enunciated above having been accepted, this 
Conference calls upon labour and management to agree to maintain 
industrial peace and to avert lock-outs, strifes or sloping down 
of production during the next three years.

The Conference invites labour and management to assist Govern
ment to secure, promote and guarantee such agreements between 
the parties as will usher in a period of contented and orderly 
advancement towards a co-operative commonwealth’1 •

Other .Resolutions.- Other rosoluti eng adopted by the conference 
recommended eiiectiys"steps for the healthy expansion of cottage 
and small-scale industries; exemption of essential raw materials 
used in basic industries from sales tax; the adoption of a niform 
excise policy and the removal of inter-provincial restrictions on 
the movement of spirit used in industry; the ex pars ion cf the 
alcohol Indus try, sThd the formation of adequate machinery for 
collection jdSxsleI. and maintenance of accurate industrial statistics.

(The Hindustan Timos, dated
15,16,18 and 19-12-1947 ),

Pakistan Indus tries conference, Earaehi, 15 to 17 
' December,1^4?.

A Pakistan Indus tries conference, attended by representatives 
from all the provinces ^states in Pakistan including representatives 
of industry, was held at Karachi from 15 to 17 December 1947, under 
the Chairmanship of Mr. I.I. chundrlgar, Minister for commerce, 
Industries and Works in. the ©akistan Government.

Chairman’s address.- xssz>Kd±ngx± Addressing the conference 
on the b^bnihg' d£y Mr ." Chundrigar surveyed the economic resources 
of Pakistan and emphasised mhe urgent need for planned industria
lisation. Pakistan was rich In resources but was ind-s trially 
backward. The principal objective of the Government’s
Indus trial policy, he declared ^should be tbs steady Improvement in 
the standard of living of the people to be brought about by harness
ing, to the maximum extent possible, the forces and treasures of 
nature In the service of the people, by providing gainful and 
legitimate employment to all ablebodied citizens, and by assuring 
them freedom from want at all times.

State aid to Industries.- deferring to questions of
naticQjSliS’S'BX’Cjfl. Ur. Ubuhdi’xga.r said that it would be safe to assume 
that the armament Indus try f railways, posts and telegraphs, broadcast
ing and hydro-electric power would be state-owned. The question of 
state ownership of the coal industry, of road and air transport, 
and waterways services would also hae/e to be considered. All 
mineral and oil rights must also wst irilthe state to ensure proper

o>y.,jr. development and maximum utilisation. With regard to other industr
ies ja certain amount of control in respect of the size and number 
of economic units Jbhe location of industry, the a notation of raw 
materials in short supply the import of capital goods and machinery 
from abroad, thepstablislament and maintenance of fair labour



standards and. the grading and standardisation of raw mat erials 
and finished products, on the positive side, the state would 
give all possible help for the establishment and development of 
private industry, This help might take ths form of a reasonable 
amount of protection, subject to the caking out of a good case 
before the Tariff Board. It might also be possible to consider 
requests for remission of taxation in the early period of the 
establishment of an industry with a 235A view to ensuring a reason
able margin of profit for the industrialist, but each c&se^Mr. 
chundrigar declaredywould have to be considered on Its merit and 
at the proper time.

Employment of foreign capital.- as regards the employment 
of foreign capital m Pakistan, tbs' Govern rent proposed to lay dawn 
a definite policy in the near future. Sin his view such a policy 
would provide for—(a) the participation of indigenous capital;
(b) participation <5T nationals of Pakistan in management and tech
nical services; and (c) the provision of training facilities for 
nationals of Pakistan. •

Committees.- After the Minister’s address the Conference 
split its ell' Into committees to consider in detail questions relat
ing to (a) the Long-Term objectives; (b) Minerals and Power;
(c) the cotton industry; (d) the jute industry; and (e) other 
Miscellaneous industries including Engineering. The reports of the 
committees were adopted by the conference on 1^-12-1947.

Decisions.- The Conference generally agreed that co-ordination 
and planning of the more ^industries should devolve on the Centre and 
that the imp lament a tion and execution of these
plans should rest with the Provinces and ths States. The following 
Industries are among those which were accepted as subject falling 
within the purview central planning: arms and munitions cf war; 
cement; coal; generation of electric po,Jer—hydel and thermal; 
glass and ceramics; heavy chemical industry; heavy engineering 
indus trie s for building ships, locomotives; wagons, automobiles, 
agricultural machinery; Iron and steel; machine tools; mineral 
Industries; non-ferrous metals and alloys Industry; petroleum; 
power and industrial alcohol; pharn&ceutieals and drugs; tanning 
and tJQXtileB.

Recommendations of cotton Committee.- one million spindles 
was feebnmehdbcL''r gbc of producti oh cajacity for the first 
£±esjs five years by the cotton committee of the Conference. The 
Committee also pecommended the establishment of agricultural credit 
banks to improge££$arketing of cotton, other recommendations related 
to fixing of the proportion of fine and coarse varieties in the 
totsl yarn and cloth produced and the location of mills.

Recommendations of jute committee.- The Jute Committee __ 
recoBKnendeci the establishment of a jute- research institute at Dacca 
for the Improvement of cultivation and propagation of pure seed, and 
research on jute fibre. This was to be followed In due ccurse by 
the establishment of a pilot plant for the manufacturing process. 
Rarayangunj, Chittagong and Chandpur were considered far the estab
lishment of jute mills •



Recomrnendaticns of power and Minerals committee.- The highest 
priorlay for tne generation of hyo.ro-e la c trie power''nas recomirended 
by the corrcnlttee on power and Minerals. The committee urged that 
the hianwali Hydro-electrio project in West Punjab (which is capable 
of generating 26,000 kilowatts), and the sarnafulli Project in East 
Bengal (with a capacity of 60,000 kilowatts) should be taken up 
immediately, immediate action was also advised in the ease of the 
Hohri and Nara canal projects in Sind, which can supply power to 
Hyderabad (Sind), Eahawnlpur and Palat. The .stepping up of power 
at pargai in the Ipalakand agency to 9,000 kilowatts was another 
recommendation, preliminary investigation of a possible site for 
a dam near '//arsak onjEahul River and anothei|on the Indus were also 
recommended. A plan to set up a statutory Electric Authority for 
Pakistan, charged with, the duty of surveying, planning and designing 
projects, both hydro-ed.detrie and thermal, was also considered by 
the conference. The committee expressed Itself dissatisfied at the 
pace at which the survey of Pakistan’s mineral resources had proceed' 
ed in the past and suggested the adoption of a mere modern technique 
It was recommended that the services of organisations in the u.s.A. 
which tad conducted mineral surveys In China, Russia and South 
America should be indented upon and a competent geo-physicist should 
be recruited for the staff of the Geological Surrey of Pakistan.
The establishment of two testing laboratories, one in Eastern and 
tbe other in Western Pakis tan^and the opening of a drilling school 
and mining school were also recommended.

Recommendations of committee on othsr industries.- The 
Committee on other Industrie's including engineering recommended t be 
establishment of proper ship-repairing viorkshops and dockyards at 
Karachi and Chittagong, other recommendations of tbe committee 
related to the manufacture of agricultural implements, machine tools

small tools and cutting tools, heavy oil 
engines, Iron and steel casting fcundri® s , steel forging factories 
and electrical furnaces. A factory for the manufacture of 
bycycles and spare parts was recommended as also the expansion of 
of the swing machine factory at pphore and establishment of other 
factories in Sind and East Bengal. Establishment of factories 
far*^manufacture of electrical equipment was also recommended.

Winding up ths proceedings of the Conference on 18-12-1947,
Mr. CPinndri gar gave the assurance that the re commend a tiens of the 
conference would be carefully considered and that the Government 
would shortly formulate definite schemes for implementation.

( ’pawn?, dated 14 and 18-12-1947)



A.I.C«C« Resolution on Economic Policy:
Economic programme Committee set up .

Meeting at new Delhi on 17-11-1947 the All-india congress 
Committee, adopted a resolution defining the’objectives’ of the 
Indian national congress and setting up a committee to draw up an 
economic programme in accordance with these objectives.

The following is the text of the resolution relating to 
’Objectives ’

. "political independence having been achieved, the Congress 
must addrdss itself to the next great task, namely, the establishment 
of real democracy in the country and a society based on social 
justice and equality. Such a society must provide every man and 
woman with equality of opportunity and freedom to work for the 
unfettered development of his or her personality. This can only be 
realised when democracy extends from the political to the social 
and sssi- the economic spheres. Democracy in the modern age necessi
tates planned central direction as well as decentralisation of 
political and economic povler, in 3 0 far as thi3 is compatible with 
the safety of the state, with efficient production and the cultural 
progress of the community as a whole • The smallest territorial 
unit should be able to exercise effective control over its corporate 
life by means of a popularly elected Panchayat. in so far as it is 
possible, national and regional economic self-sufficiency in the 
essentials of life should be aims a at. in the case of Industries, 
which in their nature must be run on a large-scale and on centralised 
basis, they should belong to the community, and they should be so 
organised that workers become not only co-sharers in the profits but 
are also Increasingly associated with the managenent and administra
tion of the industry. IP-nd, with its mineral resources, and all 
otter means of production as well as distribution and exchange must 
belong to and be regulated by ifche comnunity in its own interest.

"Our aim should be to evolve a political system which will 
combine efficiency of adminis tration wi th individual liberty, and 
an economic structure which will yield maximum production wititiout 
the creation of private monopolies and the concentration of wealth 
and which will create proper balance between urtan and rural 
economies. Such a social structure can provide an alternative to 
the acquisitive economy of private capitalism and the regimentation 
of a Totalitarian State" •

With a view to drawing up tEwe economic programme for the 
Congress in accordance with tte above-mentioned principles and4kx. 
election manifesto of the Congress, the following committee was 
appointed. :-

1.pandit jav/ahsrlal Kehru, 2 . jyaulana Abul pa lam -^zad,
5. nr. jai prakash Karain, 4. irof.R.G. Ranga, 5. Hr. ^ulzari Ihl 
panda, 6. Mr. J.C« Eumarappa, 7. Mr. Achyut patwqrdban, 8. Mr. 
shankarrao Deo—with powers to co-opt.



Sub-Commit tees appointed..- Tl^e Economic Prorrra irsie committee 
met at Delhi on ±1 December 1947^*appointed four sub-committees to 
report on the following specifiersw cts of the programne;- (i)sroall 
Indus tries ; (ii) large-scale industries* (iii) cooperative organi
sations; and (iv) Agriculture.

(Congress Bulletin, number six, issued by 
the office cf the All-india congress 
Committee on 31_12-1947;
The Hindustan Times, 13-32-1947 ).

plans for increasing jute Production in India; 
Five ae8earch~~centrss to be established.

Presiding over a meeting of the governing body of the Indian 
Central Jute Committee in Calcutta on lo December 1947, Sir Datar 
Sing said that the prediction of jute in the Indian Dominion could 
be increased by about 2,000,000 bales, by growing early varieties 
of jute as a seeond crop in sons cf the Hands now used for paddy 
in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. The area of Hand so available v/as 
approximately lo million acres a large portion of which couldbe 
utilised for inmediate cultivation. One of the difficulties in 
fche way of increasing jute cultivation was shortage of seed, sir 
Datar Singh announced that a survey of the land lying fallow in 
the province had been n&de by the Government of Bengal. The 
Government had also decided to start a scheme for Government procure
ment of surplus jute seed from cultivators for utilisation in extend
ing cultivation in the coming season. It proposed to bring all 
such fallow Hand under jute.

Docisions.- The committee decided to establish five research 
centres for investigation ’dnto the economics of jute growing in 
India, gwo <8f these will be located in.Aest Bengal and one each, 
in the provinces of Assam, Bihar and Orissa. The committee further 
decided to depute two experts to Assam and one each to Bihar,
Orissa and the U.P.,to assist the provincial agricultural staff 
in carrying out a land survey to find out new areas which might he 
brought under jute cultivation in various provinces. T^ey will also 
investigate and report on what particular classes of land re 
available for growing particular varieties of jute. To increase 
the supply of jute seeds the committee felt that a sum of 150,000 
rupees should he provided for advance without interest to provincial 
Governments repayable In a few years, for assisting them in the 
establishment of seed multiplication farms on the basis of 10,000 
rupees fa? every loo acres cf Hand, to be selected in consultation 
with the Director of jute Agricultural Research. Selected jute 
growers would also be registered for growing Improved seeds under 
the supervision of the provincial Ministries of Agriculture.

The committee was of the opinion that the technological research, 
under the Committee should be carried on in collaboration with the 
Research Institute of the Indian Jut© Mills Association, Calcutta. 
Attempts would also he made to nftke available to cultivators the 
results of research through the medium of leaflets and brochures 
written in simple Indian languages and also charts and attractive 
photographs distributed through the provincial Governments. The 
Director of Jute Agricultural Research was directed t o carry out 
research, in regard to spacing and other experinents for Improving 
the quality of jute in cultivators1 fields fcr two years. The
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Consnittee decided to change th? constitution of the Indian Central 
jute committee due to tbs partition cf the country. It also decided 
to exclude those members who represented the interest of jute 
growers in tte areas which ncs^ail in the Dominion of Pakistan.
As the fhnds of the Committee were provided by the Government of 
India, it was decided to terminate the activities of tbs committee 
outside the Dominion of India. Representation. of communal organisa
tions on the Committee was also done away with,

(The Statesman, 15-12-1947:
The Hindustan TIebs, 15-12-1947).

30th Sessionpf Indian Economic Conference, Calcutta,
 ancL De cember, 1947 .

The 3oth session of the Indian Economic Conference was held 
at Calcutta on 22 and 25 December 1947, with Dr. P.S.'Lokanathan 
as president. The Conference was inaugurated by Mr. c. Rajagopala- 
chari, Governor of West Bengal.

inaugural address.- Referring to the role the economists can 
play 'in uhe-administration of the country, Mr. Rajagopalachari sssgssdt 
suggested that the Indian Economic ass ocia ti on should appoint a panel 
of six eminent economists and leave them to work out plans and 
schones and advise Government on the production and distribution of 
wealth in India. For this purpose the authority and sanction of the 
Government were not necessary. The Government might accept or 
feject the pane is*" suggestion but the , conference, he urged_,must put 
forward its Krayrnlpd aneg t-k-rorr e on a Id a red opinion to assist thO3e who 
had undertaken ’the dangerous task of governing the country1. He, 
however, warned economists not to be tempted to please one set of 
politicians or another but to mal© a scientific approach to truth* 
an3teeoxsdatxldanaEXKhEDcfeX!to3indea;±§icenxbiascxi±iffxjsaatx±Hs±xEce

Presidential address : Slow progress of recovery in far East.- 
Dr • Lokanathan, in his address ^analysed tfce economic position in 
thQ countries of the Ear East and pointed out that the process of 
rehabilitation and recovery had been painfully and unexpectedly 
slow all over the world and more pa r t icu 1^ ply jn Asia and the 
Far East, inflationary conditions were’p^^^^ag in a more or 
less acute form all over Asia and. the Far East. But recognition 
of the Importance of the economic recons true tion of Europe to the 
stability and prosperity of the world in. general had to some extent 
led to excessive pre-occupation, with the problems of European 
recovery at tbe expense of attention to the reconstrueticnfof Asia*? 
economy. The rehabilitation of Asian economy instead of being 
regarded as an end to be directly reached was looked upon as a 
desirable by-product or an aftermath. No plan comparable to the 
Marshall Plan for Europe toad been put forward fcr the rehabilitation 
of the countries of the Far East which needed it even mare urgently 
than Europe. Much however could be achieved, he felt, by a regional 
approach to Asia’s main problems. Regional self-help did not in 
any sense exclude outside aid or application of international treat
ment, but the organisation of the resources, capital and manpower 
within the vast xssgisnsd. region of Asia could do far more than 
external aid for the promotion of economic development. Asia’s 
capital resources were admittedly unequal to the heavy demands on 
themj nor was Asia in a position to do without foreign technical
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skills and expert assistance. But the opportunities for regional 
co-operation in canalizing existing resources and. facilities for 
production were “vast .£n the sphere of technical training, far 
example, facilities could he created by one country w hieh would be 
open to tie nationals of other countries in the region.

Speaking about the economic consequences of the division of 
tie India,Dr. Lokanathan said that the economies of India and 
Pakistan were to a great extent inter-dependent. Even a cursory 
examination of the effects of partition on tte resources of the two 
countries could not but lead to the conclusion that unless the eco
nomies of the two were Integrated and allowed to function in a 
complementary manner there would be grave difficulties for both. 
Their mutual dependence, both in times of prosperity and adversity, 
was so close that statesmanship and wisdom dictated the adoption 
by both of a sensible economic policy based on co-operation in the 
economic field. But whatever be the degree of inter-governmental 
co-operation in the economic field, some re-alignment of economic 
policies was bound to occur. The Dominion of India would certainly 
have to divert part of its resources to build up her agricultural 
strength^ Pakistan would have to build up her indvs*trial potential. 
But there was no reason why these different economic programmes 
should not be pursued in an environment of friendliness and co
operation built on enlightened self-interest.

Among the subjects discussed by Conference were the 
problems of agri culural labour, the commercial policy in India, 
and the role of the State In the future economic developnent of 
India.

Dr. J.C» Sinha was elected president of the Indian Economic 
Association for 1948-4=9.

(Amrita Bazar patrika, 23,24 and 25-12-1947)

Maximum rates of interest for Money-lending 
fj&bd in Bombay province.

In exeexj exercise of the powers conferred by the Bombay 
Money-lenders Act 1946, the Government of Bombay has fixed the 
maximum rates cf interest for all classes of business of money- 
lending for the whole Province. Those are to be six per cent per 
annum for secured loans and nine per cent pear annum for unsecured 
loans .

(The Bombay Government Gazette Extraordinary, 
dated 27-12-1947, page 858-D )..
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Manufacture of Textile Machinery in .TnHte :
K&tr C ora parry 3 ta rt ed • ~ ---------

A new engineering venture known as the Machinery Manufacturers 
Corporation -Limited hns recently been set up in India for establish
ing in India a comprehensive engineering factory intended to serve 
the textiles, sugar, jute, paper and cement Industries, and also 
heavy industries like oil, mining, marine, public utilities, 
chemicals and other related industries, in the establishment of its 
factory and works the corporation will seek to utilise modern tech
nical advancement in machinery manufacture, api it is hoped that It 
will be able to meet as far as practicable the machinery equipment 
requirements of most cf the major industries In £hx India, whether 
existing or planned for future development.

It proposes to proceed with the erection of the works and 
factory at Calcutta as early as possible. The Directors expect 
that the works will be completed within a period of two years of 
the placing of orders for the necessary plant and equipment. 
Approximately 10 per cent of the equipment will be available in 
India, and 75 per cent xfc&s of the plant and equipment, is
expected to be obtained from abroad.

The Corporation has secured the co-ope ration of leading 
textile machinists from the united States of America and Mr. K.c» 
Ijahindra, the promotor of the Corporation and a former Head of the 
Govern rent of India Supply Mission in Washington, also proposes 
to set up a model mill completely equipped with American machinery 
vzhich, it is hoped, will shew the value of establishing in India 
an entirely new manufacturing technique in textiles.

(The Indian Textile journa 1,December, 1947) •

Working Class cost of Living index fcr various
Ceacre3 in India during March, 194 */»

The index numbers of cost of living for working classes in 
various centres of India registered the following changes during 
March 1947 as compared with February 1947:-

tame of Centre. Base = 100 February 1947 March 1947
Bombay year ending June 1954 263 269
Ahmedabad year ending July 1927 2 06 -
Sholapur year ending January, 1928 237 242
Hag pur year ending August, 1937 307 319
Ludhiana 1931-55 - •
cawnpore August 1939 346 541
Patna Average cost of living for 

five years preceding 1914 379 379
Jamshedpur —Do— 378 o56
jharia -Do- 389 394
Madras year ending June 1936 254 267
Madura -Do- 286 294
Coimbatore -Do- 273 280

(Monthly Survey of Business Conditions in 
India, fLrch, 1947 )•



Damodar Valley Corporation. Bill,1947•

The Damodar Valley corporation Bill wag introduced in the 
Constituent Assembly of India (Legislative) on 5-12-1947 by 
&r. H«V« Gadgil, Kinis ter f or Uorks ,yines and lower. Reference 
has been made to the details of the Damod&r Galley Project in 
earlier reports of this office.

The Bill seeks to set up a Corporation, called the Damodar 
Valley Corporation on the lines of the Tennessee valley Authority 
in the u.s.A# Ik will be an autonomous body within the framework 
of the enactment. Its objects, constitution and pov/ers are laid 
down in the Bill- Briefly, its main function will be to control 
flood in the Damodar, generate electric pover far distribution and 
provide water for irrigation and other purposes, m addition, the 
Corporation will endeavour to promoitd economic development of the 
Damodar Valley and the adjoining areas. It will consist of three 
members including the chairman. Tp©©© fepfe three members and the 
secretary and treasurer wIll be appointed by the Central Government. 
The Corporation will have power to acquire land and construct or 
cause to be constructed such dams, barrages, reservoirs, pdwer houses 
and power structures, electrical transmission lines, irrigation and 
navigation works as may be necessary. The capital required by 
the corporation will be provided by the central Government and the 
Gov er nmsnfcs of Bihar and West Bengal. The profits and losses will 
be shared between these three Governments in certain agreed 
proportions•

The Bill was referred to a selset Committee of the box® e 
on 12 -12 -1947 „ ,

(The Gazette of India, rart V, dated 
13-12-1947, pages 585-595 ;

The Hindustan Times, 4 and 13-12-1947 )•



EMPLOYMSHTyUHEMPLOYMEKT ARP VOCATIONAL TRAINING.

Large-Scale unemployment among official Workers in 
East"_Bengal;statement by Minister.

in a statement to ths press issued in tbs second week of 
December, Mr. Eumidul Huq Chaudhury, minister In charge of Finance, 
Commerce (IP-hour and industries in East Bengal^ announced that 
the question of securing employmont for its surplus staff and 
other unemployed persons in East Bengal had been engaging the 
attention of the Government for sometime past and that the number 
of such unemployed persons was far In excess of the posts that
the Government could offer. He, therefore, appealed to the 
industrial and commercial concerns In East Bengal to come to the 
help of the Government . it had been found on enquiry that many 
of these commercial and Indus hrial concerns were short of staff 
and were on the look out for trained and experienced hands. The 
Government, therefore, proposed to set up a body which would act as 
a liaison between the surplus staffjand other unemployed persons 
on the one hand and industrial and commercial establishments on 
the other. The proposed body would act in close co-operation with 
the existing employment uxEhnxEsxh exchanges, would draw up 
statistical data about the qualifications, experiences, etc., of 
unemployed persons and then approach potential employers with a 
view to securing suitable jobs for them.

(’Dawn’, dated 12-12-1947).

■ Burmese students to got Training in U.S.A.:
. Burma -u. s . A gr ee men t

The first agreement entered into by the Republic of ^hrma with 
any foreign country was signed in Rangoon on 22 December 1947, when 
the Burmese Foreign Minis ber, U« Tin Tut and the U»S. Charge 
d’ Affaires Mr. R. Austin Acly, launched a 200,000 dollar programme 
under which Burmese students may study In American universities.
The programme provides for the exchange of students between the 
two countries ”on an unprecedented scale” and finances the transport, 
±n±± tuition and maintenance of scholars.

In addition to the 200,000 dollars worth of Burmese currency 
deposited in America for Burmese students, the USA will deposit* 
3,000,000 in Rangoon for American students.

Known as the u.S. Educational Foundation in Burma, the programme 
was planned by the Democrat Senator William Fulbright^ of Arkanas, 
and It will be financed by sales of surplus war properties to Burma. 
The Foundation will have an eightman Board of Directors, headed by 
Dr. Frederick L Jochem, American Embassy, Angoon. The Burma 
Government have named Dr. Tin Aung, u °ho and sao sa± Mong, to the 
Board. The other members will be appointed later.

(The Statesman, 22-12-1947).



Refugees from Pakistan, to receive Technical 
Training : Government of India" sancti caas

Scheme ?

To facilitate their settlement in life and to help meet the 
shortage of artisans urgently required for reconstruction work in 
East Punjab, the Government of India has sanctioned a scheme for 
imparting technical and vocational trainindto o selected number 
of adult male refugees from Western Pakistan, jt will come into 
operation with Immediate effect. The existing training centres for 
ex-Servicemen in. Delhi, Ajmer-Mer«ara and East Punjab are to be 
opened to refugees and 4 new centres will be started In East Punjab.

The training will embrace 12 trades including smithy carnentrv brick-laying, fitting, gas-welding, watch-repairing, mechanical 7 ’ 
draughtsmanship, manufacture of footwea* and tailoring. The ‘’ch™ 
contemplates provision of 2 ,272 seats, half of which will be ~ 
immediately available. The selection of candidates will be made 
by local committees, presided over by the Regional Director.

The period of training will vary for each trade but, on an 
average, It will be six months. fis&ng During the training period 
the trainees will receive a consolidated allowance of 4o rupees ’ 
a month, in lieu of board, lodging and stipend, in addition, 
technical trades trainees will receive quarterly a free supply 
of workshop clothing, or an allowance in lieu thereof, inadditicn free medical tratment will be available at each centre. *

Government of India press potej 
The Statesman, dated 10-12-1947 ) •
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MIGRATION.

Exploratory Indo-Burman Ta lies in Delhi: Problems 
settlernant7

Preliminary talks between India and Eurma for an indo-Eurma 
treaty were held at New Delhi in the first week of December, between 
pandit Nehru., the prime Minister of India, and a Burmese delegation 
consisting of ThaldLn Nu, the Prime Minister of rurma, pr Tin Tut, 
Foreign Minister, Birina, and U Ba SWe, Secretory of the Anti-Fascist 
Peoples’ Freedom League and Private Secretary to the Prime Minister 
of Burma. The talks are understood to have been mainly exploratory 
and a delegation from India is expected to visit Burna in January 
1948 to continue the negotiations on a secretarial level. The 
immediate problems on which understanding has to be reached are 
stated to be the problem of the emigration of Indian evacuees to 
Burma, the question of Indians serving under the Government of 
Burma, certain outstanding financial adjustments to be made between 
Burma and India, and a trade agreenent between the two countries.

Outstanding Indo-Burman problems.- it may be recalled that in 
june this year, the turmese_Governiaent enacted the immigration 
(Emergency Provisions) Act by which certain restrictions were 
placed on the return to -^urma of Indian evacuees who had left the 
country during the war (vide pages 46-47 of the report of this 
Office for June 1947). Subsequently, the Burmese Government 
Issued a press note clarifying Its attitude. Constitutional develop
ment in India and Burma, however, prevented the resolution of a 
virtual deadlock over the question between the two Governments.
The question was left open for fuller discussion at a later date. 
Nearly 400,000 Indians evacuated Burma during 1941-42, and hardly 
108,000 of these had returned till July 1947.

Indians serving under the Government of Burma number abait 
4,000. There are three classes of Indian Government servants.
Those belonging to the Central Services in Burma have been serving 
there for many years. A great majority of these Government servants 
entered service when India and Burma v/ere one and decided to stay 
on in the country in the interests of Burma itself. Then there 
Is a class of Government servants who joined after the separation 
of Burma. The third class belongs to the group which entered service 
in local bodies and In thelprovinc es . The choice before these 
Government employees now Is to accept Burmese citizenship or run the 
risk of being thrown out of employment at any time, as soon as 
suitable Burmese are available to fill the posts.

On the financial side at the time of separation xiaao of Burma, 
the latter’s share of debt obligation came to 480 million rupees 
and this amount due to India remains unpaid, —nother 2o million 
rupees is due on account of payment of pensions.

m/matter cf trade, the outstanding feature of Burma’s pre-war 
exports was that Tndia was her best customer. India was also 
supplying some of Burma’3 essential requirements. Even during the 
war, in 1940-41, 51.5 per cent of Burma’s exports were to India, 
while 62.6 per cent of Burma's imports were made up of commodities 
xasxS sent from India.



The negotiations in Hew Delhi are understood to have explored 
the possibility of an agreement on these fouiujoints besides consider
ing the desirability of a defensive alliance between the two count- 
rie s.

(The Hindustan Tices, 3 and 4-12-1947) .

All-Burma Indian’s Conference, Rangoon,
“ E? becemDer, 1947.

An All-Burma Indian’s Conference attended by over 1000 delegates 
from various parts of fcfeg Burma met at Rangoon on 27 December 1947 
to consider various problems facing the Indian community in Dirrna.
The Conference which was inaugurated by Sir B«H- Rao, Constitutional 
Adviser to the Government of India, was addressed by Burma’s Deputy 
Prime Minister, Bo Let ya and Foreign Minister, u Tin Tut.

Prime Minister’s message: Assurance to Indians.- in a message 
to the Conference, Thaicin liu, t he i-r ime Min is ter of Burma, urged 
Indians who chose to remain in Burma to identify themselves with 
the Burmese, with whom they would be one politically, and to try 
and understand the Burmese point of view, ho country could affcrd 
to leave immigration uncontrolled and Indians’ should not resent 
such permanent immigration laws as Burma would be enacting shortly. 
Burma would exclude from permanent entry xhs into Burma all-thO3e 
who were not needed for^um’g economy; those allowed into the 
country would be well treated and protected. The Prime Minister 
also added that those Indians who preferred to retain political 
connections with their motherland would not be entitled to the 
privileges pertaining specially to Burma citizens.

Position of Indians in Burma Government service.- Addressing 
the Conference the Burmese Foreign Minister, U l’in Tut, stated , 
that he had been authorised to deny reports that all Indian^ 
officials and employees of the Burma Government would be shifted 
back to India on 4 January 1948. They would continue In service 
after that date and the Government of Eurme would devise equitable 
measures which, they hoped,a 11 of them would be able to accept.

(The Statesman, dated 27 and 28-12-1947;
The Hindustan Times,, da ted 2 9-12-1947 ).

East African immigration Bills become Law:
Indians 1 Protest.

The Indian Association, Tanganyika Territories; is understood 
to have informed the Government of India that the East African 
immigration Bills (vide page 36 of the report of this Office for 
May 1947) have been passed into law in all the four colonies and 
will come into force on 1 July 1948.

in a memorandum sent to the Ministry of Foreign AffSirs and 
Commonwealth Relations, in the Government of India, the Association 
is understood to have alleged that there was little doubt that the 
restrictions on immigration were inteitied for Indians only, and 
appealed to the Government of India to urge His Majesty’s Government 
to indefinitely suspend application of the Immigration ordinance and 
other immigration regulations in the sast African colonies. The 
Memorandum pointed out that Tanganyika had a number of development
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schemes In operation, Including the gigantic state groundnut scheme 
the mineral development scheme, and the construction of two new ’ 
railways and an up-to-date harbour, it, however, alleged th£t 
though everybody was emphasising the need for semi-skilled SJ 
skilled labour.no facilities we?e given for ^Xm^ ^Xs 

Europeans wea?e being imported. in hundreds and about 5 000 more European immigrants were expected this year. ,00° °

(The Hindustan Times, 27-12-1947).

Status of Indians in Ceylon: indo-Ceylon 
Exploratory Taiga in beihl.

Talks to solve the long-standing problem of the status of 
Indians in Ceylon began at New Delhi on 28-12-1947 between Pandit 
Nehru, the Prime Minister of india}and Mr. senanayake, prime Minister 
of Ceylon*, Mr. V«V» Giri, the Indian High Commissioner in Ceylon, 
also met Mr. Senanayake. The talks which were continued on 29-12-1947 
are understood to have centered round the political status of Indians 
resident In Ceylon and the allied problem of immigration restric
tions operating against Indians desirous of migrating to Ceylon.

( The Hindustan Times, 29 and 3q-12-1947).



AGRICULTURE -

Madras Legislative Assembly passes Reduction of
“ Rent Bill. ~~

The Madras Legislative Assembly passed on 12 December 1947 
the Madras Estates land (Reduction of Rent Bill),1947, as reported 
by the Select Committee (vide rages 26-27 of the report of this 
Office for September 1947). The main changes introduced in the 
Bill by the Select Committee were (!) the insertion of a sub-clause 
nhking the Government responsible for the collection cf the reduced 
rates of rent in respect of an estate after these had been ascertain
ed and notified, and its payment to the landholder after deducting 
therefrom tbe coats of collection; and (ii) ths insertion of fresh 
clause requiring the Government to ma I?© good the income lost by the 
religious, educational or charitable instituions by reason of the 
provisions of the Act.

(The Port St. George Gazette
Extra ordinary, da te d

4-12-1947, pages 1-6 ) j 
The Hindu, 11,12 and 13-12-1947).

Revenue Ministers* Conference, Hew Delhi,
16 a 00.’ 17 Decemter 1947 : RevxeW of Amlndari
------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------

A conference of provincial Revenue Ministers which met in 
Hew Delhi on 16 and 17 December 1947 to review the schemes of 
abolition of zemindar! in various provinces, decided that in view 
of the fact tint the circumstances prevailing intte provinces 
differed materially, there could not be any uniformity in compensa
tion schemes and the scheme of each province had to be examined on 
its merits and fclasasJSK in the light of local opinion. Dr. Rajendra 
Prasad, Pood and Agricul~nre Minister of the Government of India/ 
presided over the conference which was attended by tie Revenue 
Ministers of all provinces, except Orissa. Bombay was represented 
by t te parliamentary secretary to the Revenue Minister.

The Conference discussed the question of State acquisition of 
zejBind&ris^on payment of compensation, and the agrarian reforms 
which should come after the system v/as abolished. On the suggestion 
of Mr. Krishna Ballabh Sahay, Revenue Minister, Bihar, it was 
unanimously decided that the President of Indian Rational Congress 
be requested to appoint a small committee of experts which will 
tour the provinces and examine the local conditions and recommend 
a schme of agrarian reforms for adoption in ths provinces. The 
committee should submit its report by March 31 next. It was also 
decided that by the end of the first week of Jant^ry 1948 all 
provinces should submit memoranda to the office of the All-India 
Congress committee and tbe Finance Department of Government of 
India indicating the financial implications of their “abolition 
schemes . (The statesman, 17 and 18-12-1947 ).



Huge land Reclamation scheme inaugurated in
flaked ProvinageaT - ---------------

Described as the largest land reclamation plan in the East__ ex
cluding Russia—a land reclamation scheme was inaugurated in tte 
gangs Khadar terrain of 11© United provinces on 17-12-1947 when 
a long line of heavy tractors up-turned virgin soil, which for 
centuries has remainedxSf- v/aste land.

The u*P« Government assisted by the Government of India , 
will have reclaimed about 2o,OOO acres of v/a3te land by pay 1948, 
on which will be established village colonies, individual holdings 
will not be less thin 10 acres nor more than 2o acres in extent, 
and no fragmentation will be allowed. The'slxa size of each village 
will be 500 acres-. Among the colonists, preference will be given 
to refugees and ex-soldiers. The. land which is nW being ploughed 
up will first be grown.with sun-hemp, a valuable green manure, 
and later with wheat, it is hoped to increase the U-P’s yield 
of foodgrains by 15,000 tons in terms of wheat, by Play 1949, as a 
result of tte present sehene alone, This schene , which in its 
magnitude and extent of operations, is, excluding Russia, the first 
of its kind in Asia, will be followed by similar reclamations in. 
the United Provinces and Bihar.

(The Statesman, 10 and &2-12-1947)•

Bihar Tenancy (Amendment) Act, 1947.

The Bihar Tenancy(Amendment)Bi 11 to which reference was made 
at page So 4>f the report of this Office for April 1947, after 
having been passed by the Bihar Legislature received the assent of 
the Governor of Bihar on 1—12—1947 and has now been gazetted as 
Bihar Act XXIII of 1947•

(The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary,
dated 11-12-1947, pages 12-24).



Tenancy Standard Rent Act 1947: Rent fixed 
at twice the'land Revenue D^jnana. in" Burma?"

The Government of Burma published on 15 December 1947 the 
Bxrma Standard Rent Act,1947 (Burma Act Ro.LXXVlU of 1947). The 
Act,which will apply to such areas as the Governor of Burma may 
from time to time notify, pro-vi des that the standard rent of an 
agricultural land cultivated with paddy for the tenancy year 
1947-48 shall be reckoned as twice the amount of the land revenue 
payable in respect of such land.

(The Burma Gasette, part I,
dated 15-12-1947, page 814).



NAVIGATION.

Maritime Labour and. Seattle conventions: 
Negotiations between shipowners and.

Seafarers. ~

Replying to a question in the Constituent Assembly of India 
(Legislative) on 2 Becember,1947, Mr. Gadgil, Minister for Works, 
Mine's and power, revealed that negotiations were under way between 
shipowners and' seafarers designed to give practical effect to the 
conventions affecting maritime labour adopted by the Seattle 
Conference.

(The Statesman, dated 3-12-1947) «

Indian Shipping Proposals: Bombay conference 
accepts scheme.•

Representatives of 16 Indian shipping companies, who met at 
a conference in Bombay on lo December .1947 to discuss tt© shipping 
proposals put''forward by the commerce Minister Mr. C.H« Bhabha on 
5 November 1947 (vide pages 52-54 of the report of this office for 
November 1947), are understood to have agreed to accept the proposals 
with certain modifications.

Mr. walchand Hirachand, Chairman of 
the Sclndia Steamship Company, who presided, said that the Govern
ment of India’s proposals for the expansion of the Indian Mercantile 
Marine ’’may be regarded as a reply to the failure of the negotia
tions conducted in London" in July last and as "terminating the 
activities of the Indian delegation to London to carry on the talks 
with British ship-owners" •

It is understood that the conference-decided that a company or 
a group of companies desiring to form a corporation for any overseas 
route, should apply.to the Government direct.

(The Statesman, dated 12-32-1947) o
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PROFESSIONAL WORKERS,SALARIED EMPLOYEES AW PUBLIC SERVANTS.

pay and Service Conditions of secondary School Teahhers 
III BOAIbay ; .parulbkar-Gha te Commlpteb ’s^eSommenuAtiSns .

Reference was made at page 4o of tb? report of this office for 
April 1947 to the grant by the Government of Bombay of higher 
scales of pay to secondary school teachers on threconsnendafcions 
of the provincial Beard .of Secondary Education. - The Government 
subsequently appointed a committee, known as the Ta rule kar-Gt&te 
Secondary schools Committee^to report on salaries and service 
conditions of secondary school teachers^ in Bombay, school fees and 
£he system of grants-in-aid. The committee’s report was published 
in December and the more important recommendations are summarised 
below :-

Standardisation^ pay.scales.- For purposes of school fees, 
pay scales or stAfr and grants-in-aid, the committee has suggested 
a tentative divisionpf the province into (1) Bombay City and 
suburbs, (2) -^-hmedabad, Poona, Surat and Sholapur, (3) other nuni- 
cipal towns, and (4) rural areas . For the standardisation cf pay- 
scales academic qualifications for secondary teachers have been 
prescribed. The basic pay scales suggested range between 5o-12o 
rupees for matriculates, 56-14o rupees for Intermediates and 7o«=2oo 
rupees for graduates, in addition, a local compensat6ry allowance 
is suggested, at 2o-3o rupees in Bombay City and suburbs and lo-2o 
rupees for Ahmedabad, FoonAj Surat and sholapur for pay ranging 
between 50 to 2oo rupees. • Both men and women teachers are to receive 
equal pay but in case3 where it is difficult to recruit women 
advance increments upto to four have been recommended. ?

The scales for heads of schools are divided into four catego
ries with minima of 150 impees to 350 rupees and maxima of 250 
rupees to 500 rupees with corresponding duty allowance of So rupees 
to 125 rupees and 5o rupees to 2oo rupees, ^h© local allowances in 
addition range between 3o-4o rupees in Bombay City and suburbs and 
2o to 3o rupees for Ahmedabad, Poona, Surat and Sholapur. Super
vising and administrative posts should be provided, according to 
the sizes of classes, and such staff should get a special allowance 
between 2o and 5o rupees with the previcus approval of Government. 
These scales prescribed are for tbs purposes of Government grants, 
and the managements are to be free to exceed the scales if they 
want .

Security for teachers: Courts of Arbitration to 3ettle 
dispniras Th© committee has made s ps cis i Tecommendahi ons-for
sa leguar di ng the security of employment and service interests of 
the teaching staff with provision for aachinery (W-Investigation 
into complaints brought against teachers as well as managements and 
the establishment of a Court of Arbitrat&na for each educational 
division comprising the Educational inspector and outside arbitra
tors. The Committee his recommended that instead of grant of 
increase In the rate of contribution. to the teachers’ provident fiind 
as demanded by the teachers, the management and Government should 
contribute along with teachers substantially towards a schens of 
life insurance and gratuity or both. Leave on medical certificate



on full average pay for a period, not exceeding three months at any 
one time at the rate of 1/22 of active duty, the total period of 
such leave being limited to 12 months in the whole service, his 
been suggested a3 an amended model rule.

AA full-time secondary teacher should aiso to be entitled to 
have free secondary education for his sons and daughters in a 
secondary school or schools conducted by the management.

School fees : Special prevision fortes fee concessicns to 
w or king class children.- _ Tne Commit fcee/m s siiggested''thdt the— 
minimum' ^chgol fees for the lowest and tie highest standards 
should be*^L^rapees and 8 rupees for Bombay^ I ty ard suburbs,
4 rupees and 7 rupees for Ahemdatad, Poona, ^urat and Sholapur and 
3 rupees and 6 rupees for all other areas, respectively, it; has 
further recoimiended that in the case of schools located in indust
rial areas and attended largely by children of the labouring classes, 
it shoudd be permissible for the managements to ctarge 25 per cent 
less than the prescribed rates of fees to such children as are found 
to be in need of such concession and that Government should give the 
BatEXgmgRX managements special fee grants to make up for the loss. >

Othersn recorrmendations of the Comnittee relate to the grant 
of free studentships, provision of night schools, grants-in-aid, 
to schools,etc.

(The Times of India, 2-12-1947' )•

Madras Kon-gazetted off icers Strike 15 to 21
I)bcfeinter: Higher allowance4'aha” Invest!ration into Revision
----------------------dec^Hdgtr.'—~:--------------------------------------------------------

The Non-gazetted off icers 1 Association, Madras, in October 
1947, in a letter addressed to the Government tad stated its 
intention to call for a general strike by it3 members if certain . 
minimum demands it had put forward were not conceded by Government.
The following were the Association’s minimum demands : (1) The grant
of dearness allowance and other allowances on the basis of the 
recommendations of the Centx^ai pay commission with retrospective 
effect; (2) The examination by a non-official comnittee of tbe 
Question <5f salaries of Government subordinates, in accordance with 
this decision and in view of the failure of settlement talks carried 
on between the Government and representatives of the Association, 
nen-gazetted staff of the Madras Government; all over the Province 
went on strike on. 15 December 1947, de Handing immediate announcement 
of mere dearness and hcu.se rent allowances and appointment of a 
Committee to go into the Question of revision of scales of pay.
The stri/te took place despite the fact that the Government tad earlier 
withdrawn the recognition accorded to t ha Madras Won-gazetted 
Officers* Associa tion and declared the Madras secretariat services 
and all other subordir^ te services under the Government of Madras 
to be "essential services" under the Madras pa mt era ec e of Public 
©rder Act, 1947.

Government’s attitude.- The Government of Madras, In a press 
Note issued on ±1 December 1947? pointed out that the Government had 
already taken various measures in an attempt to improve the condi
tions of service of its non-gazetted Officers, especially as regards 
pay and other emoluments. The Note made a detailed suavey of the 
measures adopted and, after referring to revision cf the



salaries sanctioned by the Gove-mment to tba ««« Q „“"‘AF",^7 in 19f ™ the ^oommen&tioS o?t^
Committee (vide pages 4o-41 of the report of-thiq afp-iAZ J
January 1847), maintained ttet in viewtf the S^sent ataC^nf ph« 
Provinces ’ finance3 tte scales of of ths n^setted^tlff 
could nou be furvner revised. 11

Association’s stand.- up, xr. -rar-nri-?on t,.Hon-Gazettbd Officers* Assoeiatlon/i£ a statement iTsued^n 12 
Decenter, reiterated the rain objectives of the Association iZnin 
mentation of the-recommendations of the Central pay^MuaisaT^ 
resect of dearness alliance with retros w cfcive^eff e“ X 

appointment of a non-official committee to examine the quests on of revision of salaries. The existing rates of dearness aliovaAce f 

had been faxed in 1944,sticWt when the index number stood at 202 
Z&ZSXZX points. Today the index number va3 abrut 300 points with a prospect of further increase, but fete Government tad not' 
indicated any intention so far to-enhance tbs dearness allowance 
and all representations b,y the -association had been reiected. ire 
hew ever, announced on behalf of the Association that it was readv 
to refer its case for examination by a non-official tribunal and 
to abide by its verdict unconditionally.

5 trike ca lied of f : G ov ern me nt to investigate grievances.- mhe
st.rikb was finaloalied'“of'£ Oh 21 Decemter 1S47 as a I’eSulfcSf 
compromise talies between the representatives of the Association 
and Mr. O.P. Ramaswami Reddiar, Prime Minister of Madras. The 
statenent calling off the strike announced that tte Government had 
agreed to expedite investigation of the Association’s grievances 
and to make an early announcement in regard to dearness allowance.

(The Hindu., 8 ,12,13,16 and 22 December , 1947 ; 
The Fort St. George Gazette, Extra ordinary, 
Part I, dated 4-32-1947 ),

i



ORGANISATION,CONGRESSES /ETC •

Employers 1 Organisations.

Annual General Meeting of Associated. Chambeis of
Commerce, Calcutta, lt> "becombbr^iyav :—pandit—

Nehru'indicates Government's policy;---------

Addressing the annual general meeting of the Associated.
Chambers of Comnerce of India at Calcutta on 15 December 1947,
pandit jawaharlal Nehru, Prime Minister of India, indicated, that
the economic policy of Free indisjnas. likely to involve inevitably

State control of some key industries. T^epe would., however, be
considerable scope for private enterprise. 'The Government was
anxious to industrialise the country rapidly and for this^-hdlp
in the shape of foreign assistance and foreign technicians was
undoubtedly needed. British and other foreign interests in India
were therefore likely to have a large field open to them but the
Government could not allow any special privileges for any foreign
interest in India • Among the resolutions adopted by the meeting
were one criticising the working of the industrial Disputes Act
and stressing the d&sirability of greater Uniformity in adjudication
awardsand another urging the Government to revise its labour
policy with a view to checking inflation.

Mr. Cumberbatch’s welcome address • criticism of working of 
<&djudication.- Welcoming pandit” Nehru, Mr. H.D. Cumberta’tch, .
President of the Associated Chambers of conmerce, stated that the 
business communtiy regretted the division of India but now that the 
division had taken place would do its best fc o assist in the rehabi
litation cf e© the economy of the whtfle country, industry and 
commerce had already been gravely affected by the unforeseen and 
still unfcrseeable effects of the partition and the disruptions 
that had followed that event. Their position had been xszdxsd 
rendered even more difficult during recent months by conflicting 
adjudication awards under the Industrial Disputes Act granting 
all manner of prizes to labour; many of these had brought 
impossible burdens to the industries concerned or else brought 
about inflation in prices In general, the labour concerned ulti
mately obtaining no real benefit and the great mass of the people 
suffering through increased prices. A spirit of indicipline was 
rife among Indus trial workers and the longer this was allowed free 
rein, the longer would be india’3 climb up-hill towards industrial 
power. Mr. Cumberbatch also felt constrained to point cut that 
trade unionism, as It had grown in india^was achieving little that 
was of real and lasting benefit to workers. often a trade
union consisted of a number of executives who had never been 
inside a mill or factory, who had no know ledge of nor real interest 
in the conditions of the workers and no representative support



from among the labourers. He therefore felt that the authorities 
should, undertake a more careful scrutiny of trade unions before 
registration and before recognition was dem.and.ed from employers.
Also g first things shuuld come first and Mr. Cumberbatch suggested 
that the Government shculd concentrate on improving the Hiring 
standards of the agricultural workers who formed the backbone of 
the country. He had often wondered how it was that so much time, 
money and hard work had been allotted to legis la tion-laws, rules, 
etc., to cover the minute portion of the country’s population, 
namely those within organised agriculture and-industry, when the 
real masses had been comparatively speaking neglected. Mr.Cumberbatch- 
therefore, pleaded that Govemront should concentrate on fhrther 
developing its own services such as communications, so sadly in 
need of improvement, irrigation schemes and the like for the immediate 
benefit of the agriculturist and at least for a while leave organised 
indus try and commerce alone except to support them in maintaining 
discipline, production and distribution.

in the course of his address Hr . Cumberbatch, also referred to 
the proceedings of the preparatory Asian Regional conference of the 
I.L»O. in Hew Delhi and stated that the whole conception of such a 
meeting in India was much to.be applauded. He took much encourage
ment from the Conference because he felt sure It would assist 
towards a realistic and practical solution of the extremely diffi
cult and delicate problems connected with labour.

pandit Hehru’s speech: Heed to adjust Social policy to 
changin’g" times".- Addressing the meeting pandit Henru, the Prime
Minister^ ma ae It clsar at the outset that what he proposed to say 
was not always necessarily the policy of the Government of India 
because all these matters had hot been decided upon by the Govern
ment so far, but It did represent the general trend of Government 
policy.

m a changing world, pandit Uehru emphasised, in order to keep 
pace with it, the basic economic and social structure must also be 
suited to changing conditions. The economics of the Mediaeval age 
could not be applied to the |?os t-lffediaeval jfcge • The economics of 
the Nineteenth gentxmy would not suit now. That was not logical 
or reasenable. Some obvious change had to be made. It was a 
reasonable proposition that the economics of the pre-industrial 
age did not apply to the post-industrial age. The first thing to 
be considered was ’what is good for the Indian masses?* Everything 
should be judged from that standard, How the millions of Indians 
would benefit or prosper, that was the real test of any policy, 
economic or political, which they might put forward. The Government’s 
immediate problem wag, therefore, to put through, various development 
schemes which would give India greater power, more land, Irrigation 
and more power for Its Industries. "There was a considerable number 
of such, big schemes, like the Damodar valley Scheme, and the Govern
ments, both. Central and Provincial, would give every priority to

n concern at decreasing production: Defence of Government’s 
labour policy.- As regards production mere was no manner of doubt 
that more production in every sphere of activity was urgently 
needed in India today, but actually production had declined during 
the last year for a number of reasons. That was the mo3t distress
ing symptom in India’s economy today, He agreed with the President



that there was a good, deal of indiscipline among labour, which also 
interfered with production. But, at the same time, he would tell 
them that it was wrong to cast that blame on labour or agitators. 
During the war big business concerns which made vast fortunes had 
created distrust among the people, it was the same cas^ with 
peasants v/ho were distrustful of landlords, fhe Question was how 
to resolve the problem. He did not think that it would be a good 
policy not to encourage trade unions, but he agreed that the time 
had come when fevz outsiders should go into them. Referring to the 
industrial mpa-de- Disputes act and adjudications, pandit Hehru said 
thftt Government could not allow industrial disputes to be fought 
out by employers and employees because they were dissatisfied with 
the present system. Ho Government could afford to hive such thing 
happen, therefore, the only other v/ay wan to have a system for the 
settlement of such disputes, it might be that a particular adjudi
cator had not acted as he should have, but it was equally fantastic 
to say that they should leave those matters to he decided by an 
Industrial struggles on a large scale. The time must come, if it 
had not already come, hn®feu-all disputes would have to be decided as 
fhr as possible by Tribunals that a state could produce.

i Measures to assist agricultural workers : interdependence of 
agricultural ancL industrial developmentAs for 11© charge made 
by the president that the Government ha cl not paid sufficient atten
tion to the problem of improving the living standards of the peasants, 
the prime pin is ter denied it. The Indian national Congress which 
he represented, had given high priority to the agricultural problem. 
One of their.first priorities was to change tbe land system in 
India. He was sorry that It had been delayed, partly because of the 
difficulty of the problem and partly because of other factors. Eut 
the fact that it was given first priority showed how much importance 
the Government attached to it. To improve agriculture In India, 
Industries also had to be encouraged and among the many things the 
Government had to consider was a proper balance between rural and 
urban economy. This balance had to be found whether the country 
became capitalist or wa3 trying to be Socialist. As regards the 
type of industrial development, the Prime Minister felt India should 
have a spread-out. economy and not too much concentration in certain 
areas. That would also help in reducing the problem of transport.
The Congress had, of course, talked a great deal about cottage 
industries, but was not opposed to large-scale industries as scane 
people Imagined. India should have both big and snail Industries 
side by side•

Future of controls.- As regards controls, fcicch the policy with 
regard to food had recently been announced by the Food Minister.
(vide pagesG7~7° of this report). The Government proposed to follow 
a cautious policy and if decontrol led to soaring prices, then 
immediately Government would go back to controls and severe controls, 
because no Government could permit a major disaster of that type 
again.

Basic economic policy: no 3pecial privileges for foreign
ca pi tai,- on the question of basic economic poiidy, the prime
Minister was not prepared to commit the Government In anyway.
He could however indicate the Government’s approach to the problem.

. Ir.
a



jje had little; doubt that that approach would involve a large 
measure of.'Socialism in. regard to certain industries. The 
tendency,-would be ia& that some of the basis /ofCgenerally to ba 
State-controlled., probably, the Government would proceed on the 
basis of having some kind of public control in the shape of a 
public corporation. At the same time in .any kind of real planning 
a measure of State direction or control of all industries was 
inevitable, but he felt a large field would still be left over for 
private enterprise. The Government wanted to indistrialise Indir
as rapidly as possible, and in order to do so, it would undoubtedly 
require help in the shape of foreign assistance and foreign techni
cians. It was not going to stop them coming, and would welcome 
them. At the same time it wanted to preserve India’s economic 
Independence. It did not want foreign capital to cone in at the 
expense of Indian capital but on favourable terms like a business 
transaction. There was a ±sxx@e large field in India, especially 
for the next few years, and India was going to develop industrially 
very rapidly, The Government wanted the co-operation of otter 
countries with India in the process of her development. British 
and other foreign interests that existed in India would have, and 
should have, this large field open to them. Whether they would 
function on old lines or on new, he could not say. gut ±nsr inevi
tably such changes, when they took place in their economy, would 
change their outlook. They could hot have any special privileges 
for any foreign interests in India, but he felt sure that there 
were good prospects of their working together.

Resolutions.- The more important among the eight resolutions 
adopted by tbe meeting related to the taxation of inc ones, control 
measures, the economic crisis in the country, the working of the 
industrial Disputes Act and the relation of wage policy to infla
tion. These are briefly noticed below.

plea for reduction of income tax.- This resolution asserted 
that the”"present"basis of’ taxation both on personal and business 
incomes was a definite check on incentive, savings for investment 
and business activity and welcomed the assurance of the Finance 
Minister of the Government of India that a careful Investigation 
will be made into the consequences of the present taxation policy 
(vide pages 3o-33 of the report of this office f cr povember 1947). 
Accordingly, it strongly recommended to Government that a lower 
level of taxation on income should be introduced. It was moved by 
Mr. L«A. Ralsall of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce and seconded by 
Mr. G.R» crooks of the Bengal Chamber.

Demand for Review of control measures.- This resolution whilst 
recognising' that there may be need foi* continuing control in the 
case of some essential commodities in short supply declared that 
many of the controls at present in force v/ere operated to the detri
ment of increased production and efficient distribution, and re
commended that all existing controls be reviewed individually and. 
without delay in consultation with thetrade concerned with the object 
of determining whether control could new be withdrawn, or, if not, 
to what extent it could be progressively relaxed and its administra
tion improved, pending its complete abolition. Making a specific 
reference to cloth and yarn the resolution stated ttat the present 
scheme of control and standardisation of cloth and yarn/&ss not 
conducive to Increased production and should be revised and an 
Immediate and definite decision taken in this matter. The resolu
tion was moved by Mr. A.L-. prutson of the Bombay Chamber of comnerce 
and seconded by Mr. G.R. crooks of the Bengal Chamber,



Economic crisis.- By this resolution the meeting sought to 
impresses# on the Government the urgent need, for a comprehensive 
plan to over-come the present economic crisis in the.cauntry and 
offered, the services of its member-bodies in helping Gove in me nt 
to:formulate such a plan and giving speedy effect to it. Moved by 
Sir Shankar ial of the Punjab Chamber this resolution was seconded 
by Mr. C.P. Bramble of the Bombay Chamber.

Review of industrial Disputes Act.- Moving the resolution 
criticising 'che recent Working or cue industrial Disputes Act,
Mr. A.P. Benthall of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, attributed the 
inflationary spiral to the policy of appeasement generally adopted 
by adjudicators, and said that its effect on the-discipline of the 
labour force was serious. Re complained that strike pay had been 
granted in the most unreasonable circumstances despite the fact 
that there was no statutory provision. Be suggested that adjudica
tion proceedings should be associated in some measure with the same 
safeguards against abuse as were found in the civil courts, and that 
Government should make every effort to improve the quality of their 
work. Supporting the resolution Sir Robert Menzies (upper India 
Chamber) said that the matter should b__g handled by the Centre and 
pointed out that there were limits to which good employers should 
be taxed. The resolution invited the attention'of Government; to the 
unsatisfactory nature of some of the recent adjudication awards under 
the industrial Disputes Act, and urged that the Act be xanssHsass 
reviewed with the intention of avoiding in future the serious conse
quences that migiit arise from suchawards • In particular ihs it 
stressed the desirability of greater uniformity in adjudication 
awards, especially on vital matters of policy and principle.

Wage policy and inflation.- The resolution on this subject 
stated rtat the Association viewed with grave concern the xrssnxi 
present tendency to demand and grant widespread wage increases which, 
not being counter-balanced by a corresponding increase in product!on9 • 
were causing a general rise in^the cost of living. It, therefore, 
urged that Government should re3d.se its labour policy with a 
view to checking the Inflationary movement that already appeared 
to be in progress. Mr. W.T« E&in (Bengal Chamber), moving the 
resolution, observed that the mere increase in wages and allowances 
could not bring about improved living standard, and there was, 
therefore, the need for stabilising thewages at tbs present level 
and giving back to employers their righx of control over labour 
which had been taken away by Industrial legislation in recent years. 
Seconding the resolution, Mr. A.L» Hutson (Bombay Chamber) stated 
that W* he had no doubt that the present decrease In production as 
well as the Inflationary tendency In the country were the results 
of indiscriminate wage increases. He was in favour of a uniform 
policy with a gz^iaxxxx^HBiBxxifegzacda check on increase in cash 
wages until a greater volume of goods was available, and qs3s=e- 
supported wages being linked to living cost.

(Sumnarised from the texts of Mr. Cumberbatch’s 
speech and the resolutions submitted to the 
meeting received in this offL ce;
Amrita Bazar patrika, dated 16-12-1947;
The Tines of India, 2q and 25-12-1947 )'*



Fifteenth Annual General Meeting of Employers’
federation of India,Bombay, 19-12-1947.-----

The Fifteenth Annual General Meeting of th’e Employer’s Federa
tion of India was held at Bombay on 19-32-1947. m the absence of 
the President of the Federation Sir H.P. Mody, who had been held 
up in ^elhi on account of the Industries conference (vide pagesll2.-3J 
of this report), Sir ithal chandravarkar presided over the meeting 
and read Sir H»P« Mody’s speech, in -view of the industrial ’truce** 
arrived at in Delhi,-Sir Vithal omitted the portion of the speech 
dealing with labour management relations in the country and declared 
that though the resolution passed at the industries Conference 
imposed certain principles which went against the previous convic
tions of the employers, they had agreed to extend their fullest 
support to it taking into consideration the national interest which 
was at stake.

Presidential Address : Reference to Asian Hegiona.1 conference.- 
The presidential aoaress of Sir Horn! Mody was devoted? largely'to"a 
review of the refugee problem and of the economic consequences of 
the partition of India. Following quickly in the w&ke of independ
ence had come the tragedy of the Punjab disturbances and the 
resultant, jtocgBS large scale movements of population, Injthe fore
front of India’s inmeidate d&ff&eadtfcms. difficulties stood the 
refugee problem. No definite indication had yet been
forth-coming of the policy of either Dominion towards this problem.
A permanent exchange of population seemed to him to be an impossible 
solution. To rehabilitate, in totally different surroundings, 
millions of people uprooted from their homes was a task which w ould 
dislocate, not only the economy of the areas to which they had 
migrated, but would throw a burden on India’s finances from which 
they may not recover fra? many years. And, after a disproportionate; 
expenditure of the energies and resources of Government on the 
accomplishment of this task, there must still remain millions of 
Hindus and Muslims in both Dominions faced with the self-same 
difficulty of having to live in a hostile atmosphere and surround
ings. The only solution of this problem, Sir Homi felt, lay in 
reaching a common understanding. Neither India nor Pakistan had a 
chance of ordered existence, except on the basis of a close under
standing between the two and of the minorities within their borders 
being assured of the fullest protection cf their lives, properties 
and interests. The Central Government had given more than one indi
cation of its desire to reach such and an understanding and it was 
the bounden duty of every Indian to do all hb could to help the 
Government to achieve it.

The economic problems which emerged from the partition were 
many and complex, normal trade channels had been dislocated, and 
the economic unity of the country, which resulted since the turn of 
the century in a considerable development of Its resources, had 
been destroyed. Hew frontiers had been set up and a large part of 
the internal trade might some day be subjected to controls and 
tariff barriers. The uneven distribution of raw materials and isdx 
Industrial resources as between the two Dominions had also created 
problems which demanded a solution. The disruption of the economic 
unity forged by the long continuance of British rule would call for 
many adjustments and, altogether, it was obvious that, without a 
close accord between the two Dominions, the progress of both mas t 
suffer, though in varying degrees.



JUK»-rJ fixX

Turning to the Question of nationalisation Sir Uomi f«lfe tvat the incursion of the State into the. field Of indus trlarenJerprSe 

in India at this stage would be unfortunate fro- evsry noint of 
view. India had a tremendous leeway fco and the Government
had neither the capacity nor the resources to undertax the development of the country on anything like the seaJe which was required ? 
He therefore, felt reassured to hear from the Finance Minister tha’t tbs re was need and seeps for private enterprise in Indifan!

It was not the policy of Government to hamper In any way the ex ran- 
sion of business enterprise or the accumulation of savings likely to flow into investment^vide pages 30-55 of the report of thia 7 ’ 
Office for November 1947).

Referring to the Preparatory Asian Regional conference heId 
at New Delhi according to the decision of the Governing Bodv of the international labour Organisation, Sir nomi stated tit the 
Conference served a useful purpEXsx purpose in providing an onnor- 
tunity to Asian countries for the discussion bf the problems which 
v/ere conmoni and peculiar to them, one important feature of the 
Conference was that a good deal of attention had been focussed on 
agricultural workers. He hoped that the Central and provincial 
Governments would at long last make a real effort to extend the 
scope of labour legislation to workers and v/orknlaces falling outside the narrow purview of the Factories Act. b

Proceedings; pledge to support Government in improving 
indjah economy,- 'the ineellhg 'passed a reaolu'txon assuring'"the 
Government of India of the whole-hearted assistance and co-operation 
of the Federation in the tasks which confronted tte provincial’and 
Central Governments in the direction of balancing and improving 
the economy of the country.

Sir H»P. Mody was re-elected President of the Federation for 
the year 1948, and Mr. H.D. Cumberbatch, sir Robert Menzies and 
Mr. C-S. Ratnasabapathi Mudaliap xscsxaji were appointed Deputy 
presidents.

(The Timas of India, 2q-12-1947 )»



Workers* organisations.

Pakistan Postal Employees conference: Demand, for
implementation of pay commission.13 Aeconmsnl ati ons •

A West pun jab/-Frontier Posts and Telegraphs Employees7 
Conference met in Lahore on 8 December 1947 to protest against the 
non-implementation of the Central pay commission recommendations 
by the Pakistan Central Government. The Conference which v;as 
attended by about 1,500 employees representing the posts, telegraph, 
telephones and railway mail, services was presided over by 
Dr. Tassaduq Hussain Khalid.

Addressing the Conference $r. Ghaznafar Ali Khan, Minister 
for Food, Regugees and Rehabilitation in the Pakistan Cabinet, 
appealed to the members to have perfect confidence in their
Government which would always be prepared to meet and redress the 
just demands of its employees. The Government was quite alive to 
the fact that it xsould not function for a day without the co-opera
tion of its public servants and as such Could not afford to be 
oblivious of their legitimate grievances. But, Mr. Ghazanfar Ali 
Khan pointed out, the Faldstan Government had been faced with a 
grave crisis right from its very inception. The problem of the day 
was the gigantic task of rehabilitating hundreds of thousands of 
Muslim refugees who had sought shelter in Pakistan, it was a 
national emergency which called for a jsxAjbcnx nation’s compact 
efforts. He^ sounded a stern note of -warning against "certain 
interest&d" elements who were trying to fan the flame of discontent
ment and undue excitement. $hey were the enemies of Pakistan and 
as such deserved to be dealt with an iron hand.

Man iftikharuddin, President of the <«es't Punjab Muslim League, 
also addressed the Conference. He suggested that the employees 
should knit themselves into a disciplined union whose guiding 
principle should be ’’the betterment of Its rank and file and 
perfect unity among X&8 its rank” •

Special committee to negotiate with Government.- The 
Conference" dppoinuecL a special committee consisting of Man 
Iftikharuddin MIA, Mr. Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Editorrpakistan Tines,
Dr. Tassaduq Hussain Khalid, and Mr. Abdul Abdullah Anwar to 
place the employees’ view point before the Finance Sinister,
Pakistan and Mr. Ghazanfar Ali Khan.

(’pawn?, dated 9-12-1947).



Miscellaneous

First Session of All-India Commerce conference, 
' Lucknow, 20-^6-12-1947.

inaugurating the first session cf the All-india commerce 
Conference held at Lucknow on 25 December 1947, pandit Q.B. Fant, 
Premier of the United Provinces, said that commerce was an interna- 
ticnal affair. So the genius of Indian merchants had to be combined 
with rational and scientific methods of the modem age. Concerted 
efforts in this matter would give ths right kind of direction. 
Otherwise, commerce, as such, had only a limited scope, and it was 
only concerned with distribution. The Chambers of Commerce had 
now to deal more with production than distribution. Commerce now 
comprised the entire financial and fiscal field. As regards the 
development of industriesways and means bad to be found for tte 
reconstruction of the fabric of economic system. Private enterprises 
would have to be given latitude to a certain extent • Key industries 
were to be nationalised. He suggested to the industrialists to 
ds&xs divert and concentrate their energy on agriculture. They 
should cunufaeture machines for agricultural purposes. The develop
ment of indistry and agriculture needed the active co-operation of 
every individual, leaking a plea for a complete co-ordination of 
labour and capital, pandit pant characterised the whole problem 
as psychological. He asked industrialists to develop a humanitarian 
angle of vision because all progress depended on the Sssxg average 
good of the masses. The labourers could proSnce more if a proper 
psychological approach w&BLmade.

Decisions.- The Conference appointed four sub-committees to 
go into" the' questions of Indian taxation policy, abolition of 
zamindari, revision of railway rates and planning of India »s 
foreign trade • The sub-committees will take nor-e of discussions 
on these subjects in the Conference and will, after a period of 
about two months, report on the conclusions arrived at. It is 
intended to give a lead in the solution of the se problems by 
incorporating these conclusions in resolutions recommending 
appropriate measures to the Government of indSJa.

(The Statesman, dated 28-32-1917^- 
The Hindustan -Tiroes, 28-32-1947).
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SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

Backward communities Coranittee set up in Assam:"
Measures for amelioration to ba studied.-------

The Government of Assam has set up a Committee with Mr. omeo 
Tjtunar pas as chairman to study the difficulties which handicap and 
impede the progress of socially and educationally backward classes 
in.Assam and recomuend measures for their elimination. The Committee 
is required by its terms of reference (1) to determine th9 backward 
areas and backward people in the plains of the Province; (2) to 
suggest the measures the Government should adopt to remove their 
baclrwardne as—( i) socially, (ii) economically—stressing the 
immediate and special measures to be adopted; (3) to examine 
whther it would be necessary to have any special administrative 
machinery in any particular area if it be very extensive; and, if 
so, to suggest the machinery and how it should work; (4) to Indicate 
what special administrative set up, if any, the cornu It tee would 
recommend in the Provincial Government including the allocation of 
funds for the welfare of the backward areas and backward people; 
and (5) to make other recommendations cognate to any of the above 
references.

The conmittee will submit its report within Wo months •

(The Assam Gagette, part 
V 24-22-1947 II, dated 

, page 1049 )
k9



TUBLIC HEALTH

24th Annual Session of All-India medical
Conference, Bomsay, 24-15-1947.-----

The 24th session of the All-india yedical Conference met at 
Bombay during the last week of December, 1947. The Conference was 
inaugurated by sir John Colville, Governor of Bombay and presided 
over by Lt.Col.Amir chand. ’(

Inaugurating the Conference^the Governor appealed to.medical 
practitioners to put their heads together and devise measures in 
co-operation with the Governments of their respective provinces to 
rid the country of epidemics like cholera,- plague and smallpox, jje 
stressed the need for co-operation between the^profession and 
Government and urged medical men to take steps to stop tbe economic 
waste which new occurred as a result of sickness which was preventi- 
ble . Honest and sincere work of this sort s-ould assist India to 
take its place among the leading nations ofjworld. Referring in 
particular to the difficulties experienced by the Government in 
Bombay and in other provinces in India in securing an adequate 
number of qualified doctors for schemes of rural relief, the 
Governor believed that this was, in axxr® a large measure, due to 
the tendency on the part of medical practitioners to crowd into 
large cities and towns and their unwillingness to settle in rural
areas. The medical profession owed its greatness to ita, spirit, __
of self-sacrifice and its ideals of service of humani ty 
practice these high ideals and to help Government to extend the 
benefit of medical relief in rural areas by offering themselves for 
serviqe in such areas In large numbers, even at some sacrifice to 
themselves, in the sphere of preventive medicine great strides 
had been made and he hoped more would follow as he, believed that 
the best servifie a doctor could render to his patients was ito 
advise them how to prevent illness rather than to cure it after It 
occurs, if the public were to obtain the full benefit of the 
knowledge and experience of doctors, it was necessary that the 
latter mist take an increasing share in civic responsibilities.
There were several matters in which they could help, such as, medical 
examination of school children, and problems relating to their 
nutrition, promotion of physical education and improvement of 
sanitation in the towns and villages In which they reside. If they 
co-operated in all these different spheres, they would have contri
buted a great deal towards the health and happiness of their fellow- 
men.

Presidential address.- m his presidential address , Lt.Col- 
Amir Chand'referred. to the tragedy tbat overtook India after August 
15 and said that communities in certain parts of the country hid 
been ruined. He hoped that Government would do something for these 
sufferers. The provincial and Central Governments had a gigantic 
task facing them in the national reconstruction progransne. in his 
opinion, that plan should be so worked as to raise the standard of 
living of the nation in all its aspects, economic, social, educa- 

.tional and medical. He ±h±e knew of the economic and financial 
difficulties of the Governments, but these factors should not be 
allowed to unduly delay the initiation of -the nation-building



activities. Referring to the high mortality in India, Colonel fcjhand 
said that the health of the individual was a national asset of the 
first degree, and for its improvement special a ttention had to be 
paid to diet, housing, clothing, general education, hygiene and 
maternity and child welfare, Poverty and Ignorance must be eradicat 
ed, and in this connection, he said, there must be active co-opera
tion between Government and the people. One of the urgent tasks 
that needed Government attention was, the development of heavy drug

chemical, bio-chemical and synthetic drug 
industries, and the manufacture of instruments of precision, quality 
and durability. Two other problems for Govemnent were food and 
the eradication of famine and epidemics. He stressed-asr the need 
for post-graduate education in medicine and appealed to Governments, 
Universities and ^teaching institutions to take up that matter in 
right earnest, ^he standard of post-graduate, training and exami
nations, he added, must be kept very high and those who attained 
it should be preferred to those with foreign qualifications.

Appealing to Government to implement the chore Committee’s 
recommendations, colonel Chand welcomed the Workmen’s state 
Insurance Bill ('teide pages 3-4 of the report of this office for 
November 1947). *j?here was, however, one defect in the Bill and that 
was that there was no provision for free medical car© fcr the 
families and dependants of insured persons. He also hoped that 
Government wouh pass into law a national Health Insurance Act. 
Referring to the appointment of a committee of inquiry by Govern
ment in regard to the indigenous systems of medicina, he said that 
Government should not recognise any system other than the one which 
scientific opinion all over the world had pronounced to be the 
most efficacious and practicable.

(The Timas of India, 25-12-1947).

•Indian nursing Council Act gazetted.
. k-
The Constituent Assembly of India (Legislative), on 8 December 

1947, passed the Indian Nursing council Bill (vide page 68 of the 
report of ®his Office for November 1947) , with a minor amendment.
The amendment provides for the Inclusion of two members elected by 
the Central Legislature In the proposed Indian Nursing Council.

The Bill received the assent of the Governor-General on 
31 December and has now been gazetted as Act No. XLVIII of 1947.

(The Gazette of Tndia Extraordinary, dated
31-12-1947, part IV, pages 1407-1414;
The Times of India, dated 9-12-1947 )•
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Control Measures.

import Control to bo retained, during
: January-June, 194a, ~ ~

owing to the continued, stringency of foreign exchange, tie 
Government of India has decided to continue tbs n&in features 
of the existing import control restrictions for the january-june 

(1948)shipping period. This decision is announced in a statement
Issued by the Ministry of Conmerce on 12 December 1947. The dollar 
position has seriously deteriorated during recent months and the 
Government of India has decided for the present to cake a distinc
tion between dollar and non-dollar areas of supply in the administ
rative arrangements for licensing. The dollar area will comprise 
all countries included in the continents of north, South and Central 
America, besides the Philippine islands, imports have been divided 
Into three categories: those which will be licensed freely from 
(a) dollar areas $ (b) non-dollar areas $ (e) and thos e which w ill 
not be licensed at all. Lists of goods in these categories are 
published in a Gazette of India Extraordinary dated 12 December, 
1947. Goods feot in these lists will be subject to over-all 
monetary ceilings.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, ' 
dated 12-12-1947, pages 1359-1360 )•



Food

Food-grains policy committee: Majority in favour 
or progressive Decontrol and Reduction of"Government 
- commitments. ~--------

The Government of India released to the ptess on 1 December 
1947 the interim recommendations cff the Foodgrains policy Committee 
(vide page 51 of the report of this office for October 1947). The 
more important among these are briefly noticed below

Food control policy: Reduction of Government commitments 
favoured.- m the rie Id of food c ontrol policy the majority of t be 
Committee’ recommended that provincial Governments should accept a 
policy of reduction of Government commitments under rationing and 
controlled distribution. A beginning might be made with those 
rationing commitments which were accepted in recent years and 
reduction might be effected in the reverse order to the original 
process of extension. The basis of reduction, according to the 
Committee, should be decided with, reference to local conditions 
with the definite aim of liquidating Government conmitments as 
early as possible.

A minority of three members of the consnittee , however, was of 
the opinion that none off the existing controls over foodgrains 
should be relaxed during 1948 and that relaxation of foodgrains 
control should begin only after supplies sufficient for honouring 
all commitments on a 12 ounce basis throughout the year, in all 
parts of the country were assured, together with a margin for 
emergencies, it was therefore, in favour of education of.the public 
on the foodgrains control policy, and resolute enforcement .

increase in prices of foodgrains.- The committee as a whole was 
in favour of an increase In the procurement prices of controlled 
foodgrains. The majority of the members, therefore, recommended 
that the Central Government might allow the provincial  ̂Governments 
to increase procurement prices after satisfying It3elf<that the 
Increase proposed was not excessive' In the circumstances of the 
casejtothat It did not Involve unduly wide differences in the 
procurement prices in force in areas adjoining the common boundary 
of different units; and (c) that the increase did not exceed 2 
rupees per mannd In any case. Before passing on the cost of Increas 
ing the procurement price in whole or in part to the consumer, both 
the Central Government and the provincial Governments shculd satisfy 
themselves that this could be done without raising the consumer 
price to an unduly high level.

Emphasis on cut in Imports.- As regards Imports and the 
»basic plan-J—the ma jority or the committee was of the opinion that 
celling should be fixed for imports from abroad during 1948 and 
that the Central Government should announce its decision to termi
nate its dependence on Imports at thejearliest possible date.
Out of the quantities actually imported from abroad, the Central 
Government should retain a specified quantity as an emergency 
reserve. At the same time, the Central Government should determine, 
In agreement with ths Governments of surplus Provinces and States, 
a ’basic export quota’ for each. The provincial or state Government 
concerned should accept responsibility for procuring and making
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available this ’basic export quota’ during 1948, and endeavour to 
make available as much grain as possible in the form of ’supple
mentary export quotas’. Similarly ’ceiling Import quotas’ for 1948 
3hould be fixed for the deficit Provinces and States by the central 
Government in consultation with them and the Government of the 
deficit Province or state concerned should accept resnonsibillty 
for management of its food affairs, without making larger denands 
on the Centre and for endeavouring to reduce its requirements from 
the Centre as much as possible. The following are the ’basic export 
quotas’ and ’ceiling import quotas’ suggested by the majority for 
the ’surplus’ and ’deficit’ Provinces and States respectively:-

BASIC EXPORT QUOTAS

(Figures in thousands of tons)

Coorg................................ .................... .. 12
Assam.............. ............................... .. .. 5c
Central provinces................ ..15o
Orissa............... .. ..15o
Indian S rates ............... .. 12o

Total ..482

CRI1IUG IKPORT QUOTAS

Bihar........................... .. 0
Eenga1. ■ •.........««....■ • •• 15o
Indras .................... . .150
Bombay. .............. .......................... ..35o
Centra1 provlnces......... .. 5o
United Provinces.......... .. 0
Delhi..• ..12q
miscellaneous areas....... ..loo
Defence services.......... .. 8o
East Punjab............... ..loo
Indian states...................... ..4oo

Total ..1,500

Control of foodgrains.- According to the majority of the 
members of tH'e' commitTse tEe following foodgrains should continue 
to be subject to controls, viz., (i) picef including-paddy) ; (ii)VVheat 
(including atfca and flour) ; (Iii) Billets (including jo«?az»,ba jra, 
and any other millet at present procured and distributed in rationed 
areaa) $ and (iv) maize . In respect of all csroals except these 
mentioned above and all pulses otterr than gram,the majority 
recoiunended that all controls should be removed and complete free 
trade sh.suId. be established.

Procurement.- In order to secure the supplies necessary for 
meeting Government commitments, within the Province (reduced in 
the manner recommended already) and in order to meet the require
ments for export from surplus provinces, freedom should be given, 
according to the majority of the Committee, to individual Provinces 
to use the method of compulsory An levy or monopoly purchase in 
selected districts or a combination of both. Details regarding the 
assessment and collection of the levy.as'also the operation of 
monopoly, purchase, should be settled by provincial Governments with 
reference to those commitments and other relevant local conditions.
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in the opinion of the majority all craln -rariorogrowers whafaXL within j calory as^tS K
h° 4tools exceeding 5o munds of controlled foodCTainZ)
/i'?Ui!ibbf„ll0en3?a aia ”aiie subJe°t to the following conditions •
(A) Submission of returns of stocks; and '
restrictions, ^hil© the control of movements of foodgrains across provincial boundaries should remain rest-HpHnno n cr°3S
foodgrains within the Province should generally be renOTed?exoept-‘ 
ing in so far as they were necessary in the opinion of the provincial 
Government concerned to enable it to complete its purchases lien apart from the liability to deliver either on a mo^poly or’a °' 
compulsory levy basis, at a fixed price, control over prices should 
be removed. "

(The Statesman, dated 1-12-1947) »

progressive Decontrol of Foodgrains : Government of 
m^a announces revised. Food policy?

The Government of India’s decision to revise its food control 
policy in the direction of progressive decontrol was announced In 
a press communique issued on lo December 1947. The communique 
stated that consistently with t his basic decisi on on policy, the 
Government of India had advised tte Governments: of Provinces and 
States that ” they shculd progressively reduce their commitments 
under rationing and controlled distribution in ttejreverse order to 

the original process of extension, so as to be able to withdraw and 
end all rationing and control as soon as may be feasible”. Recog
nising that the new policy ’’entails a certain amount of risk”, the 
Government stated that the results of deconrrol would be carefully 
watched and dec la re d^t hat jShou ldjthe situation so demand, the Govern- 

mentof indi would not hesitate to re-establish rigid control.
Reasons for decontrol.- Giving the reason for this decision 

the commhmique pointed out that the present system of controls 
was evolved during the war ip order to meet the emergency conditions 
then prevailing. Though thewar ended in 1945, these crandiki controls 
were not only not relaxed or removed but were continued* intensified, 
and extended. Thejreasonfor this was that.though Imports from abroad 
had become available in quantities exceeding pre-war average figures, 
seasonal conditions were adverse and the yield t»f corps suffered 
to an unsual extent for two successive ys years. This would be 
seen from tte following figire3 :-

YIELD OF C2REALS(ALL-rRDlA ) (Figures In millions of tons.)

Average 5 years 
ending.

Rice • Wheat • jowar and Total Difference 
from averageBajra. (four 

cereals).

1943-44 28.2 10-6 11.2 5o -0 —-
1944-45 3o-l lO .8 10.9 51.8 + 1.8
1945-46 .2/ 8.S 46.4 - 3.6
1946-47 30.^ 8 .1 8 .5 46 .8 -3.2



As a result of this exceptional shortfall in production, food 
administration had been far more difficult after the war than during 
the war.

A number of serious problem had. also arisen in regard to pro
curement, rationing, and imports which had led to discontent 
amongst almost all sections of the population——traders, producers 
and consumers, internal procurement of foodgrains had been yield
ing poor results and causing great strain on administrations. Ration 
scales were diminishing and ttP.re was a constant threat of break
down, with stocks steadily falling. The allocations of foodgrains 
by international bodies had fallen far short of the minimum needed 
to maintain even a 12 oz . ration throughout the country, mspite 
of fullest co-operation by India and strong representation against 
increasing prices of focdgrains in exporting countries, the inter
national organisations had been .unable to hold these prices at a 
reasonable level. As a result, imports from abroad were proving 
more and more costly, causing an abnormal strain on the country’s 
limited foreign exchange res ources and involving heavy expenditure 
on subsidisation, ^'hese difficulties had reacted upon one another 
so as to aggravate them. 1'he consumer was discontented because of 
the feeling of insecurity owing to falling rations and complaints 
about quality of foodgrains. The producer felt aggrieved because 
he considered the controlled price inadequate. §?be trader, as a 
clAss, had never liked tie controls which had restricted his 
business.

$hese problems had been discussed at an informal conference 
held in July 1947 attended by Premiers and pood Ministers of certain 
provinces dnd in accordance with the consensus of opinion expressed 
at that conference, a Committee xxxrsass consisting of officials 
and non-off icials , including leading businessmen and members of the 
Constituent Assembly, had been appointed under the Chairmanship of 
Sir Purushotamdas Thakurdas. The. Committee had been asked to 
submit Its conclusions regarding the policy to be followed In 1948, 
urgently and In advance of its long-term recommendations. These 
had been received (vide pages b5*-t7abare) but were not unanimous.
There had also been no unanimity of opinion in the conference of 
Pood Ministers of Provinces and States which had discussed the 
recommendations of the Foodgrains policy committee (vide pages 
79-80 of the report of this Office for November 1947) and the press 
and the public had been equally divided on the issue of control 
versus decontrol. A sub-committe of the cabinet had discussed 
the Issues further with the Provincial premiers on 25 November 1947r 
and after the most anxious consideration the Government of India 
had reac~hed the following conclusions.

progressive de-control of foodgrains.- The Government of 
India“had decided* that the existing policy should be re vised and the 
revised policy should be one of this progressive decontrol of food- 
grains • Consistently with this basic decision of policy, the 
Government of India had advised Governments of Provinces and States 
that they should progressively reduce their commitments under ration
ing and controlled distribution in the reverse order to the original 
process of s2efcHHS±±snL extension so as to be able to withdraw and 
end all rationing and control as soon as might be feasible.

Food imports to be reduced: Emergency reserve t o be build up.- 
Aii tHe' imports of foodgrains in 1V48 would continue" to 'be nade by 
the Central Government only, and the present Basic plan arrangements 
would continue. Out of the quantities actually imported from 
abroad, not less than §00,000 tons and If possible 1 million tons
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would be retained by the Centre as an emergency reserve. provinces 
and States had been intimated the basic export quotas for surplus 
areas, and ceiling import quotas for deficit areas. Governments 
of surplus units had been asked to accept res cons ibility for pro- 
ouring and making available the basic export quotas during 19*8 and 
also to endeavour to n&te available as much additional grain as 
possible in the form of supplementary export quotas-. Governments ' 
of deficit units had been asked to plan on the basis that ceiling 
import quotas would not be exceeded during 1948, and that ttey 
shaild have to accept full responsibility for management of their 
food affairs without making larger demands onthe Centre. £hey 
should also endeavour to reduce their requirements from the Centre 
as much as possible.

Provinces to be free to fix foodgrains prices: Centre to 
grant food Bonus.- Decision'regarding the prices at' which prriourA-. 
menc should, be effected and foodgrains should be sold within their 
respective areas would be left to the provincial Governments 
concerned. The Government of India had however, suggested that 
provinces should fix prices bearing in mind the need for preventing 
an undue increase in the cost of isi living. The Government of 
India would not bear any portion of the losses, if any, arising 
from enhancement of procurement price which was not passed on to 
consumers by an equivalent increase of the consumer’s price. The 
subsidy required for levelling down the price of foodgrains imported 
from abroad which was at present borne entirely by the CentraT 
Government, would be shared during 1948 by t he Central Government 
and the provincial Governments concerned in the ratio of 2 to 1. 
in order, however, to encourage internal procurement and production 
and maximum assistance by surplus provinces to deficit provinces, 
the Centre would pay to every provincial Government a pood Bonus. 
This Bonus would be assessed at the rate of 8 annas per maund of 
foodgrains procured and another 8 annas per maund of foodgrains, 
exported, subject to the condition that the Pood Bonus.should be 
utilised either on meeting the loss, if any, on the distribution 
of foodgrains. procured in India or on supplying to the foodgrains 
producer at concessional prices manure, fertilisers, and other 
commodities essential for the production of foodgrains • Supplies 
exported under the Basic Plan from surplus areas to deficit areas 
would continue to he charged on a non-profit no-loss basis as 
hitherto. It was the hope of the Government of India that these 
arrangements would prevent undue increase in consumer’s price, 
improve procurement and reduce provincial denhnd sf for food 
imports on\the Centre.

in so far as procurement, rationing, and controlled distribu
tion continue, controls would continue to be exercised in respect 
of rice, including paddy, and wheat ,including atta and flour, and 
jowar and bajra and any other millet at present procured and 
distributed in rationed areas, and maize, inter-provincial 
barriers would continue to be maintained for the present.

The Government of India fully recognised, the communique mad© 
it clear, that these decisions entailed a certain amount of risk.
The new policy was based onthe expectation that decontrol would 
bring out more stoeks than at 'present under control; and that these 
stocks would be distributed without serious hoarding or profiteer- 
inr. only experience would show whether these expectations would 
be fulfilled or not. If they were the country would gain immensely; 
the phase of return to normalcy would be quickened; administrative
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personnel at present engaged, on controls, would be released for more 
222gsng±x urgent and productive tasks and there would be general 
public satisfaction. On the otheqhand^ should there be an outburst 
of hoarding and profiteering on the part of traders and large 
producers or panic among consumers, then the consequences would be 
extremely serious. While the Government of India considered that 
the risk involved in a policy of progressive decontrol of food 
should be taken in the larger national interests, they were fully 
conscious of. the need for vzatching developments carefully and 
maintaining preparedness against possible emergencies. The Govern
ment of India had, therefore, advised the Governments of Provinces 
and States that the present food control organisation should be 
maintained substantially intact until the success of the revised 
policy had been assured, ‘^hey had also been advised that existing 
arrange® nts of requiring holders of stocks of foodgrains to take 
out licences and submit returns should be continued, in order to 
watch the situation closely the Government of India would obtain 
weekly information from Provinces and States regarding stocks, 
procurement, prices and the general food situation. Besides^ the 
progress of implementation of the revised policy would be reviewed 
at all-india conferences at a ministerial level to be held at 
quarterly intervals. Should the situation so demand, the Government 
of India v/ould not hesitate to re-establish xssgidn rigid control.

(The -Statesman, dated 11-12-1947).

Government of India lifts control on Sugar.

Notifications published in a Gazette of India extraordinary 
Issued on 7 December 1947 announced the decision of the Government 
of India to decontrol sugar and guz? (unrefined sugar), with 
immediate effect.

There will now be no internal control exercised over the 
movement, distribution and prices of any grades of sugar and gur, 
but movements to countries including Pakistan will be subject fTo 
quota control.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
7-12-1947;

The Hindu, dated 8-12-1947 )'«



Debate on Tood policy in union Asse mb ly ,
'Iq—— lyAV : Mixed. Reception to Governnieht ’s

hew Policy/ " ' —

The Government of India’s revised food policy and its decision 
gradually to decontrol foodgrains (vide pages above) were 
discussed by the constitutent Assembly of India (Legislative) on 
10 December 1947. opinion in the House showed itself to be
sharply divided and replying to the debate, Dr. Rajendra pragad, 
the Food Minister, declared that the criticisms in the House were 
a reflection of the difference of opinion in the country and in the 
Cabinet itself. There was, however, no reason, according to Mm 
to fear that anything disastrous was going to coma about it. The 
House could in a spirit of hopefulness accept the decision and go 
forward.

Criticism of new food policy.- Speaking in the course of the 
debate landit Ba±aKrishna snarma, characterised the pdlicy of 
decontrol as a retrograde step and held that^in pursuing it, the 
Government was trying to go counter to the trend of world opinion 
which was for planned economy and controls over essential conraodi- 
ties . He apprehended grave dangers ahead and asked how the Govern
ment could ever think of lifting controls when there was scarcity, 
of conmodities. The theory that prices would find their level which 
v/ould be within the reach of the ordinary consumer failed to convince 
him. 3.5 million people died in Bengal and yet the profiteers did 
not stop making profits. It was his opinion that the Government 
would Boon have to regret its present decision. The country was 
bound to be caught in a rising spiral of inflation and the Govern
ment could do nothing but print more notes. They had seen the 
effects of such a policy in China. Even the united States had to 
switch back to control, if controls had failed in India, it wag 
because the source of supply was not controlled. The Government, 
by its new policy, were trying *to *put the clock tack and he feltbtsit 
necessary to dissociate himself from th®t policy.

Referring to the Government's sr.atenant on the new food policy 
(vide pagesG'l-'ftabove) pandit Kunzru declared that he had never read 
a document so fraught with grave consequences and which was support
ed /by such fSimsy arguments. Surplus countries were today turning 
to<wartime controls again. President Truman was compelled to ask 
Congress again far powers to institute controls, in Australia a 
Bill was recently passed to continue war-time controls, it was 
difficult for anybody to understand how a deficit ccuntry like India 
could afford to do away with these salutary checks which countries 
mop*© fortunately placed had found necessary t o continue, statisti
cally ttere was an overall food shortage in the country and he 
characterised the argument that If only few more tons sold in the

black-market were available to consumers, all would be well, 
morale would. Improve and material difficulties would disappear ,4s 
puerile. H© was sure the Government's decision would lead to great- 
eri inflation and make the situation more difficult, it was like 
thrusting a dagger into the consumer and at the same time promising 
to take care that no drop of blood should fall.

ih
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■ ,;'Hr. M. Ananthasayanam Iyengar, another member who criticised 

fche Government’s new policy described it as a ’’dangerous experiment’’. 
{The Rationing level was very low and in some areas^it was just six 
pzs.ja day. The producers clamoured for higher prices and so did 
;tbe traders and the "foolish” consumer was there, pood controls,
(he sdid, should be treated differently from controls on cloth, sugar, 
/cemeht, etc. If there wuxzs were no cereals people would die. He 
/was afraid China would be repeated in India and dark days lay ahead. 
i He appealed to the Government not to undertake such an experiment • 

They, must build up a reserve of three million tons instead of the 
target of half million tons and proceed cautiously.

iSupport for decontrol of foodgrains.- A number of members, on 
the bther hind welcomed. graciua 1" uecone ro 1 and supported the Govern
ment's revised food policy. The main arguments advanced in support 
of the decision to decontrol foodgrains were that decontrol would . 
spread the rise in prices among larger sections of the public and 
benefit the agriculturists; increase the production of foodgrains; 
and eliminate the damage to public morale caused by tte existence 
of controls, corruption and blackmarkets.

, (The Hindustan Times, 11-12-1945),
f

Decontrol of Foodgrains in Provinces•

l' In pursuance of the revised food policy announced by the 
Government of India (vide pages (7-^ q of this report), a number of 

provincial Governments have announced programmes fcr the progress
ive decontrol of foodgrains in their respective provinces.

Bombay.- on lo December 1947, Hr. Dinkarro Dessai, Civil 
Supplies 'Minister, Government of Bombay, announced that with 
effect IS December 1947 rationing would be discontinued in the 
Bombay province except in four cities, levy for procurement of 
foodgrains would be abandoned and the agriculturists would be 
assured of higher prices generally, to Implement the policy of 
xmgramms progressive decontrol the Government of Bombay has decided 
(1) to restrict corranitments under statutory rationing to four, 
cities only, I.e., Greater Bombay, ^-hmedabad, Poona and Sholapur 
Cities; (2) to give up corranitments under rationing, statutory or 
otherwise, in respect of the rest of ths Province with effect from 1 
January 1948; (5) to abandon the Government monopoly and compulsory
levy for the purchase of cereal foodgrains and gram throughout the 
Province with effect from 16 December 1947; and (4) to guarantee to 
purchase cereal foodgrains voluntarily offered by cultivators at 
prescribed rates, which would be dxsa^asa 1 rupee six annas per 
maund, Tor paddy and 2 rupees per maund for wheat, rice, jowar and 
bajri above the present procurement rates.

Uadras •- ■Thi^'iAadras rural rationing and procurement have been 
given up w±pn effect from 28 December in a 11 deficit districts 
hairing Malabar and Rilgiris. in Municipal centres of these districts 
hcwever, statutory rationing Is to continue. Procurement wjH



continue in Madras city which is a statutorily rationed area.
The Hadras scheme of decontrol providos for allotment of quotas as fiol?, for each deficit district, The 4-v, * quo^as’

be the allotment undo in previous years when i ™lq'J°ta3
Out of this quota, the neids of munlclral § Ba3 enf“-?ed.
balance will be left at the disrSl S?“S? — x 
for distribution, through "fair price" or' "belief" ^ho^s ln'lnnS briOt 

urban and rural areas where such measures are neceasa™. Mnd- 
ownera belonging to surplus districts livJnK in statutonn-T°fefs.wou:hl P enabled, through permits thitherto to iolort their 

Jt±z±saa& requirements of rice from their districts. 1TnP°rc their

Central provinces and Eerar,- In the Central provinces and 
Berar" with, effect from the io Decembor 1947 all import and export 
bans in the statutorily rationed areas of liagpur and Jubbulpore have 
been relaxed. Simultaneously, the prohibition on sal© of rationed 
foodgrains. in those areas by persons other than authorised ration 
shopkeepers, has been removed, up till 1 February 1948, the existing 
system of distribution on ration cards will, be continued through 
the existing shops in these areas. Thereafter a certain number of 
fair price shops will continue to bs run in the two rationed areas. 
These shops will sell foodgrains obtained from Government stocks at 
fair prices, subject to a limit which'will be fixed per individual 
transaction. These fair price shops are intended priir&rily to 
ensure that the poorer classes of the pi b lie obtain their minimum 
requirements at reasonable prices, and to have a stabilising effect 
on the general price level. All rural rationing schemes are to cease 
to function in respect of ration cards with effect from 1 January 
1948.

West Bengal to continue food control for one more year.- The 
West new svspy fags-asirtaba so cunt taus" fnodgg
controls for one more year in view of.the acute scarcity of food 
in the province, according to an announcement made by ps?. p.c.Ghosh, 
Premier of West Bengal on 4-12-1947.

(People’s ^aj, dated 15-12-1947,is sued by 
the Directorate of Publicity, Government of
‘The Fort 3t. George Gazette Extraordinary, 

dated 24-12-1947;
The Hindu, dated 25-12-1947;
The Central Provinces and Berar Gazette 
Extraordinary, dated 10-12-1947,pages 645-646; 
-^mrita pazar patrika, dated 5-12-1947 )•



Textile industry.

industrial committee on Cotton Textiles to most 
■ on 12-±-±948 : items on Agenda. ’ "

The first meeting of tfee Tripartite industrial committee on 
Cotton Textiles is to'be held at New Delhi on 12 janw ry 1948.

Composition of committee.- The committee, which is modelled, 
on the I.L.O. Indus trial committees will have 13 representatives 
each of Governments, employers and workers. on the Government 
group there will he three representatives of the Government of 
India and one each of the provincial Governments of Bombay, Madras, 
the Central provinces, the Dnited Provinces, Bihar and Bengal and 
the state Governments of Baroda, mdore, Gwalior and Mysore. On 
the Employers group there will be three representatives for the 
Mill owners* Association, Bombay, two for the Mill Owners ’ Associa
tion, Ahmedahad, and one each for the All India organisation of 
industrial Employers, Employers Federation of India, Bengal Mill 
Owners * Association, Calcutta, southern India Mill Onwners* Associa 
tion, Coimbatore, Employers’ Association of North India, Kanpur, 
the c.P. Mill Owners’ Association, Nagpur, the Indore Mill owners * 
Association and. the Federation of Baroda state Mills and Industries 
Workers * representatives will be seven for the A.I.t.U.C and six 
for the I.N.T.UoC.

The Governments of East Punjab, Assam and Orissa have 
been invited to send one observer each^ similarly, the Kathiawad 
Mill owners* Association has also been asked to send an Adviser.

Agenda.- The committee is expected to discuss inter-alia the 
following subjects relating to the textile Industry: “(I.)-the 
standardisation of wages and rationalisation of the structure of 
dearness allowances, (2) measures to increase production, (5) train 
ing of workers with a view to improveing their efficiency and (4) 
provision for old age through provident funds and insurance schemes

(The Bombay Chronicle, 22-12-1947/
Unofficia l note , dated 20-12-1947, press 
Infornation Bureau, Government of India ),
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Government considering desirability of Decontrolling 
Cloth: debate in union Legis la'ture.-------------- -

’op
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/•, Dr. S.P. Kookerjee, Minister for industry and Supply, Govern- 

. \ ment of India, announced in the Constituent Assembly of India
(Mgislative) on 5 December 1947 that the Government was examining 

’ ‘ / the question of decontrolling cloth distribution at the same time
'/ maintaining control over production and that instructions had 
./ ,-already been issued to explore this possibility. Dr. hookerjee

7 'was replying to a debate raised by a cut motion moved by Mr. Mohanlal
/ Sa±ena to discuss the desirability of removing control on cloth,

yarn and other commodities.
' AA control encourages black-market: hr. Patil’s plea for removal.-

Supporting the motion- Mr. S. patri' '( presihent of"tTg""Bombay----------- —
provincial congress Committee) said that nobody objected to control 
if ;(it was necessary, but the real objections were against bad 
adniinis trati on of control, speaking from know ledge of Bombay he 
felt that all manner of loopholes existed in the system prevalent

/in that province whereby cloth went into the black market. por 
/instance there was a ha If.per cent allowance of cloth produced for 
millowners to be used in any way they liked. He was not against 
this allowance, but it must be possible to find out how this was 
used. Again there was the free allowance of 18 yards per head to 
every textile worker in addition to the normal quota of lo yards 
which every citizen got. ^-'here were over a quarter million workers 
with on an average, lo dependents. Million^of yards of cloth was 
thus issued to them which next day went into the black market.
There was thus corruption, not only at the top, but it had pene
trated to the lower ranks amongst people who normally did not do 
these things . This was because temptation was put in front of 
them. Again there were the ’’ghost”, ration card3 for cloth and 
foodgrains. Bombay’s population was only 2 ,800,000, but there were 
3,500,000 ration cards. The population seemed to be growing in 
terms of ration cards, although there were no people. The whole 
system had gone so rotten that there was urgent need for a clean-
cut surgical operation in the form of immediate decontrol. The 
sooner cloth was decontrolled the better.

j:P
irt

peasants* hardships.- Dr. Ranbir Singh Chcudhry supported 
the motion because, he said, peasants hid fco suffer great hardships 
owing to cloth control. Prices would no doubt go up after decontrol, 
but still they would, not be so high a3 at present in the black 
market. He hoped that tbe Government would remove control over 
cloth as well as foodgrains .

Employer’s view: decrease in production due to shorter 
workihg nourST^ Ah^fTrlng allegations tha u inciw uria lis us Sad 
sa bo ta gedL pr oduc ti on, Mr. Singhania urged that before making 
allegations members should study the question. One haj£d only to 
compare the figures of cotton consumed and the amount of cloth 
produced to see that industrialists did not secretly conceal cloth 
for the benefit of the black market. According fco Mr. Singhania. 
the fall In production was directs attributable to tbe reduction bf 
working hcurs. He appealed to labour leaders to come forward and 
ask labour to raise production and strengthen the country’s bargain
ing power.

63
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Government’s reply: continuance of control justified.- Replying 

to the debate Dr. Kookerjeeargued'that if“"fchere was justification 
for controlling cloth in 1943, when the total quantity of cloth 
available for civilian distribution was 5,400,000,000 yards, there 
was more justification today when the total quantity available was 
less, (in 1946 it was only 4 ,888,000,000 yards) . The real

difficulty was that production had gone down, it 
appeared that after control was introduced in 1943 production 
increased in the first two years, hut from 1946, aving to communal 
disturbances, reduction of hours of work and strikes, it had gone 
down alarmingly. It had been suggested that mills were making 
enormous profits, but after the introduction of control, figures 
were actually on the decline, as could be seen from the fact that »
whereas the gross profit for mills in 1943 was l,o9o million runees 
the gross estimated profit for 1946 was on.-ly.-41o million rupees'. t
baring the two years net profits amounted to 21o million rupees J
and 9o million rupees respectively. The Government was not enamoured ' 
of control and was at one with members that it should be lifted as 
soon as circumstances permitted, the prime consideration being the 
welfare of the masses.

Attempt to increase production.- Dealing with the Government’s 
efforts to increase doth production, Dr. Mookerjee said that the 
standardisation scheme under which more medium and coarse cloth 
would, be produced had been accepted by the Government and the f
question of fixation of prices had been referred to the Tariff !
Board (vide pages 77-78 of tte report of this office for Kovemhsr 
194*3),

Quota system: abolition being considered." Referring to 
allegAtiont made agAins t t, he Quota'' systern, Dr. Mooker jee said that |
the Government had already issued orfers that the commission paid |
to quota holders should be reduced from three per ent to one x&xx j

and a half per cent from February. The quota system normally »
deprived the industry of 9o million rupees of Its total profits.
The Government was also considering whether the system should be 
abolished altogether and normal trade channels permitted as former- j
ly. I

Tripartite Committees for supervising production,- fhe Govern
ment Was" examining a suggestion made that, While regaining control 
over production, it should remove control over distribution and 
prices. Steps had already been taken to explore the matter. He 
believed that this would be a via media, some shso sort of control 
over production was, he believed, necessary. To exercise super
vision over production, the Government had already announced that 
It would set upproduction committees with representatives of labour 
and management on them, charged with ensuring that there was no 
wastage or leakage. He had asked the indus t.iy to accept this 
in a good spirit. The industry did not like it generally but it 
was pointed oat to them that instead of allowing the cleavage 
between labour and management to v/iden, it would be better If all 
worked together. If, as they claimed, employers had nothing to 
hide, ±ha± there should be no difficulty in accepting the arrange
ment .

i
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Distribution among Provinces.- As regards dis tri ,„n ™
Dr. Hookerjee said that he proposed to consult the Standing 
committee as to whether it would not be desirable to continue 
some sort of direction with a view to ensuring that ad hoc dis tri 
bution amongst the various provinces was maintained fairly. There 
were s ons provinces like Bombay, Madras, and the united Province 
which produced most of India >s cloth, io ensure itet proves 
which were deficient in cloth did not suffer it was desirable in 
the initial stage at any rate, that there should be sons directions 
given sot hat certain minimum quantities war went into each

Dr. Mockerjee was sure most Uke^probterns would disappear 
the moment production went up. this was a matter which affected 
not only the textile industry. The industries conference to be held in Delhi on fe 16 December (vide rageii-jl of th” report )Xld 
discuss the question fhlly. Dr. lookerjee warned that in everv' 
industry in India production was below the maximum and India was 
passing through a grave economic crisis . The co-operation of indutrv 
labour, and Govern he nts was necessary, industrialists must recoct- ' 
nise that labour had to be satisfied in a reasonable manner. Tbe 
Government was considering how propar adjustment could be made so 
that within the next few years India could have no strikes and no 
interference with normal production and could have increased produc
tion.

The cut motion was withdrawn on Government’s assurance that 
it was exaining the question.

(The Statesman, dated 6-12-1947 )„



Demobilisation and Resettlement.

Working of Resettlement 
Returns for the period

Organisation: Employment Exchanges 
it August to Rover?* her 194V,

Reference was made at page 54 of the report of this office for 
Augwt 1947 to the division of the Resettlement and Employment 
Organisation of the Government of India between i-ahis tan and India 
consequent on the partition of the country, Ths following are the 
details regarding the working of the Employment Exchanges in India 
during the period August to November 1947.

Fumber of placings during 1 to 14 August.- jjo Official report 
has beeh issued on the w or icing oT'the 'Resettlement and Employment 
Organisation for the period 1 August to 14 August 1947. But a 
Press Rote issued by the Direr tor ate-General of Resettlement and 
Employment, however, stated that 5,859 applicants, including 3,945 
ex-servicemen, we re placed in employment dus?Ing this period.

The total number of training centres working on 14 August, 1947 
was 233. 1,139 ex-service personnel were selected and posted to
these training centres between 1st and 14 August 1947, bringing the 
total number selected and posted upto the end of that period to 
41,941. Postings during the period included l,o47 ex-servicemen 
to vocational and technical training centres, and 91 ex-servicewomen 
to training centres for women. The total number of persons under 
training at the end of the period v/aa 12 „q24 , Including 1,226 war- 
disabled persons and l,o5o ex-Servicemen.

progress of Work done during 15 August ,fco Rcvemher 1847.- 'The 
t ot ad'-number of registrations ©fleeted. Av' bmpioyceht' Sxctiahg©s and 
District Employment offices during tha> period 15 August to 3o 
September 1947 was 5o,672. of the xrxg registrations effected 
8,52o were registrations of applicants whose previous registrations 
had lapsed. 2?he total number cf persons placed In employment was 
15,434. of those placed in employment 9,641 were ex-Service 
personnel. During the period about 1,000 persons wore recruited 
through Employment Exchanges by the Directorate of unskilled labour" 
Supply for employment in coal fields.

During the month cf October the total number of registrations 
effected was 45,959. Of these 5,854 were re-registrations of 
applicants whose previous regis fcrationslhad lapsed. The total 
number of persons placed in employment during the month was 14,395 
as nxmpxnsd compared with 6855 during the same month last year.

During November 1947 tho total number of registrations effected 
was 53,133. Of these 6,985 wore registrations of applicants whose 
previous registrations had lapsed. The total number of persons 
placed in employment was 15,797; including 8,216 ex-servico personnel. 
During the month 2,535 employers used the exchanges and 25,884 
vacancies were notified. The total number of vacancies outstanding 
at the end of the month was 72,371. of these 39,467 were reserved 
appointment in railways and 22,957 In the Central and provincial 
Governments.
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<. -tral^ns centres.. total nunter f .centres working at the end of'liovemb^r iq/m w87pu -.S™ ins 
nan.including «>2 war dlsablcdTwewsete'Xa and i5®* «'Service
and vocational training centres during the month.' ted fco teehnicel

PlylPSS gy'pnSg groups.- AnaiTsl3 of fcbe „&nagroups snows than ror tee period IS august to Sc'taptember 124^ 
parsons were placed in posts carrying a monthly ml o? Xe *an 
100 rupees, 1,282 in posts carrying a monthly pay if 61 to Ini . 
rupees, 5,o°5 in posts carrying a monthly pay Stse to 6o ruDsas 
and s,72o in posts carrying a monthly pay if 35 rupees or Sos 
increase in plaeings was effected only ii tie wage'group 36^0*60 

rupees. Miring the period 91oS persons .including 5,593 ex-iervice 
personnel failed, to take advantage of employment opportunities “

During the month of October214 persons were placed in posts 
carrying a monthly pay of more than i00 rupees, 1,8lo in posts
carrying a monthly pay of 61 to loo rupees, 6,058 in xsfcta posts
carrying a monthly pay of 36 to So rupees, and 6,313 in posts
carrying a monbhly_pay of 35 rupees or less. During the month
1/i ,3o6 pera onsy inc hiding 9,5o4 ex-Services personnel .failed to taka 
advantage of employment opportunities offered.

During November, 187 persons wore placed in posts carrving a 
monthly pay of more than loo rupees, 1*613 in posts carrying a 
monthly pav of 61 to loo rupees, 7,765 in posts carrying a monthly pay of 06 to 6o rupees and 6,258 in posts carrying a' monthly pay J 
of 55 rupees or less. plaeings in the 'wage group 56 to 60 rupees 
showed a considerable increase. 7,16o applicants, including 5004 
ex-services personnel, failed to take advantage of employment 
opportunities offered'.

(SHJppitegXH Summarised from Report on ths Work of
Employment Exchanges for the period 15 August 
'to 3o September 1947 and for the months of 
October and November 1947, issued by the 
Directorate-General of Resettlement and

■Employment ) .



post-war Reconstruction.

proposed Five-vear industrial Development Flan for 
North-Aest Frontier Province. ~~

Kh^n Abdul Qaiyum Khan, Premier of 
Province outlined at a Pre3s conference
the provincial Government’s Hxss±esscaxzp: ________________
nny industrial expansion programme aimed at making’the llorth-ftest 
Frontier Province a self-supporting unit, independent of any 
financial subsidy from the Centre.

the I; orth-West Frontier 
in Peshawar on 26-12-1947,

According to Mr. Khan a five-year plan, providing for the 
establishment of sugar, leather, woollen, textile, fruit canning, 
drugs, matches and tobacco factories, was under contemplation. Tte 
setting up of the factories would, however, largely depend upon the 
speed with which the machinery could be imported from abroad. He 
disclosed that the Faidstan Government was prepared to extend its 
support and co-operation for rapidly industrialising the province.

(’Dawn’, dated 27-12-1947).

industrial Development plans of Bast Bengal.

The East Bengal Government’s plans for the industrial develop
ment of the province were announced this month, by Mr. H»E*Chcudhury, 
Minister for industries and commerce in the East Eengal Government 
in a number of press conferences and'meetings In Dacca. As regards 
short term planning^the Government of East Bengal was contemplating 
to set up in the near future a number of jut© mills and bailing 
presses, a few cotton textile mills and sugar, leather and paper 
factories. The Inuiediate need of tbs province, however, was the 
development of Its power resources so tt&t cheap power could be 
supplied not only to the principal Industrial centres but also to 
the villages. The most Important scheme under examination under 
this head was the harnessing of the Khmafuli River with a view to 
controlling floods, Irrigating fields and development of hydro
electric power. Along with the preliminary work of survey and 
making experimental boring, the question of execution and the 
financing of such a large project were al3o under active examination. 
The preliminary work which would need one full season, would be 
finished during this cold weather.

Some coal and iron pyrites had been found In Chittagong.
Their economic and commercial possibilities were being examined.
The greatest difficulty, was lack of experienced, qualified and 
trained technical personnel. The Government Xxxrkng was trying to 
secure the services of suitable nen from jofcxae other parts of the 
country and abroad.

The Government of East Bengal also proposed to set up an 
industrial development Board to advise it as to how best

to encourage quick development of Indus tries—whether industries 
should be directly or indirectly run by the stateUnxL how best to 
ensure their efficient management and control. Whatever might be 
the ultinnte policy of the Government, It was certain that every



possible assistance weald be given to private enterprise so tbat 
it might have the fullest possible facilities in developing 
industry, commerce and trade. The Government was going to set up 
an Indus trial inf creation Bureau whose main function would be to 
collect inf erna tion from private industrialists who wished to set 
up business in this province, of their requirements
in regard to raw materials, power, labour, land and other pre
requisites of industry and advise them generally and help them in 
other ways.

(The Indian Textile Journal, December, 1917).

Development Board set up in Bihar to advice on 
Inhu strjd.l j&xpansi on .

A Bihar Government Resolution dated 26 November 1947 announced 
that the Government of Bihar had decided to set up with immediate 
effect a provincial Development Board with the Provincial Minister 
for Development as Chairman and 21 other members to discuss and 
make recomnendations to Government on all questions of policy 
relating to the post-war Development and industrial expansion..
The functions of the Beard will be—(l) to formulate detailed plans 
of industrial development of the province; (2) to advise in regard 
to each Indus try whether it should be state-owned or left to 
private enterprise; (3) to advise in respect of the industries to 
he left to private enterprise, the degree of state control to be 
exercised over them and the method of exercising the control whether 
by xnx purchase of shares or otherwise; (4) to advise on the selec
tion of sites for industries; (5) to advise on such other matters 
connected with Indus tidal or otter development of the province as 
may be referred to the Board by Government; and (6) to obtain the 
services of experts if and when necessary.

The Resolution requires the Board to meet
at least once in each quarter of the year. The life of the Board 
will be in the first instance five years. The post-'.Var Reconst
ruction Board, Bihar, constituted by the previous Government In 
the year 1944, has been abolished.

(Supplement to the Bihar Gazette, dated 
3-12-1947. No.1753-D.C- Development and
Employment sends Department, Government of Bihar)»



general.

Financial settle eg nt between India and. pakis tan«

sardar label, Deputy Prime Minister, announced in the 
Constituent Assembly of India (Legislative) on 12 December 1947 
details of the financial settlement which has been reached 
between India and Pakistan.

Cash balances.- The undivided government of India’s cash 
balances, as on ttie" date of partition, are estin&ted at a little 
under 4,000 million rupees, of this, Pakistan’s share has by 
agreement been fixed at 750 million rupees. To this amount will 
be debited the 2oo million rupees already made available to the 
Government of Pakistan on 15 August 1947, and the expenditure 
incurred on that Government’s account to date.

Sterling assets.- Pakistan*sshare of sterling assets will 
be the ratio of the note circulation after adjusting any expansion 
against Pakistan securities in that Dominion. It has been agreed 
that India should sell to Pakistan for Indian rupees additional 
blocked sterling up to an agreed limit as and when denund is made 
until 31 December 19G7.

Public Debt.- As regards the public debt of undivided India 
the Government of India has assumed initial responsibility for all 
the liabilities of the old Government, subject to an equitable 
contribution by the Pakistan Government. Pakistan’s 3hare of the 
uncovered debt has now by agreement been fixed at 17/2 per cent, 
JbcExx^SxXHgaaixi^ ‘»ith regard to the payment of debt by Pakistan 
to India it has been agreed that the total amount willbe paid in 
Indian rupees in 5o annual equated Inatalmerfcs for principal and 
interest combined, ‘Aie instalments will be payable on August 15 
each year, but no Instalments will be payable for the first four 
years from the date of partition i.e. 15 August 1951.

(The Statesman, dated 13-12-1947) •



List of the more important publications received in this Office during the 
month of December, 1647~ ~ ~

Conditions of Fork
J The Spirit of Industrial Relations, by H.S. Kirkaldy. Oxford University 

Fress. 1947.

Navigation

Administrative Report and Annual Accounts of the Fort of Calcutta for the 
year 1946-47. 1947.

Organisation, Congresses, etc.-

/ Congress and Labour movement in India, by P.P. Lakshman. Congress Economic 
and Political Studies Series No. 3. Economic and Political Research 
Department, All India Congress Committee, Allahabad.

The Transition from War to Feace

Further education for Ex-Servines Personnel - Details of Schemes and 
Arrangements in Provinces. Issued by the Directorate-General of Resettlement 
and Employment, Government of India, New Delhi.


